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Abstract

Electron nuclear dynamics (END) is a time-dependent, variational, direct, and
nonadiabatic dynamics method that treats nuclei and electrons simultaneously. While
admitting a hierarchy of realizations, the simplest-level END (SLEND), which adopts
nuclear classical dynamics and an electronic Thouless single-determinantal state, is
the most utilized END version due to its feasibility. SLEND was successfully applied
to various gas-phase reactions at intermediate and high energies. However, the SLEND
reliance on nuclear classical dynamics alone and/or its lack of dynamical electron cor-
relation inter alia impedes its reliable utilization for more challenging systems. With
higher level END realizations overcoming those shortcomings at high computational
cost, we advocate solutions that retain SLEND's feasibility due to classical dynamics
and the single-determinantal representation. Thus, we advance a novel SLEND/density
functional theory (DFT) method wherein electron correlation is included within a fea-
sible single-determinantal representation through DFT procedures. Additionally, we
extend a coherent states (CS) quantum reconstruction procedure (CSQRP) to recover
some quantum effects from the nuclear classical dynamics; CSQRP now features har-
monic, Morse, rotational, and electronic CS. Finally, we improve the SLEND performance
by incorporating effective core potentials and implementing our models in our cutting-
edge code PACE. The latter features parallel programming and an environment for rapid
method development. The new SLEND developments are applied to various gas-phase
systems at intermediate and high energies including proton–molecule collisions and
Diels–Alder, SN2, and proton cancer therapy reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electron nuclear dynamics (END) theory created by Deumens

and Öhrn1–3 is a time-dependent, variational, nonadiabatic, and direct-

dynamics method that treats the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom

concurrently. Direct dynamics is a class of methods that computes the poten-

tial energy and forces of a system “on the fly,” just during the actual com-

putation of the dynamics.4–8 This has the benefit of avoiding the costly

construction of global potential energy surfaces (PESs) prior to the dynam-

ics’ computation, a task required bymore traditional dynamics methods such

as quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) method9 and the close-coupling method

and its many approximations (e.g., the infinite-order sudden (IOS) approx-

imation).10 As a nonadiabatic method, END is not, in principle, strictly lim-

ited to a single electronic state. This allows for the accurate modeling of

electron excitation processes and electron transfer (ET) reactions.

END entails the application of the time-dependent variational principle

(TDVP)11 to a trial wavefunction, |CENDi, that describes both the nuclear
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and the electronic degrees of freedom. Within the TDVP, END dynamical

equations are obtained by imposing stationarity on the quantum actionAEND

AEND CEND,C�
END

� �¼ ðtf
ti

LEND CEND tð Þ,C�
END tð Þ� �

dt, ð3:1Þ

that is dAEND¼0, along with the end-point boundary conditions d|CEND

(ti)i¼d|CEND(tf)i¼0. In Eq. (3.1), LEND is the quantum Lagrangian,11

LEND CEND,C�
END

� �¼ CENDh ji @
@t� ĤTotal CENDj i

CENDjCENDh i ð3:2Þ

with the total Hamiltonian ĤTotal. This procedure leads to a set of Euler–

Lagrange equations for the variational parameters in |CENDi that constitutes
the END equations of motion. In its conception, END is a general dynamics

framework that admits a hierarchy of methods whose level of sophistication is

determined by the choice of the trial wavefunction |CENDi.3 The simplest-

level END (SLEND) chooses a trial wavefunction |CSLENDi¼|CNi|Cei
having nuclear |CNi and electronic |Cei parts of single-configurational

forms. While that scheme admits various types of functions for |CNi and
|Cei, the standard choices in SLEND are a product of frozen-width

Gaussian wave packets and an unrestricted single-determinantal state, respec-

tively. Moreover, the Gaussian wave packets in SLEND are taken in the

zero-width limit, which results in a nuclear classical dynamics coupled to the

electronic quantum dynamics.

For the propagation of the nuclear dynamics, each SLEND wave packet

lends its defining variables, the center position and momentum, as the natural

parameters for the TDVP treatment. For the propagation of the electronic

dynamics, the SLEND single-determinantal state could be parameterized by

the atomic coefficients of its molecular spin orbitals (MSOs). However, since

those atomic coefficients can be changed via a unitary transformation among

the occupiedMSOwhile leaving the state unchanged, the atomic coefficients

are a set of redundant parameters; the latter not only lack a one-to-onemapping

with the states but also exhibit numerical instabilities during dynamical evolu-

tion.12–14 For this reason, SLEND adopts a single-determinantal state in the

Thouless representation.15 In that scheme, a single-determinantal state is

defined in terms of a set of complex-valued, continuous, and nonredundant

(orminimal) parameters that remove theaforesaidnumerical instabilitiesduring

dynamical evolution. (Details of theThouless single-determinantal state and its

parameterization are given in Section 3.)
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While a Gaussian wave packet and a Thouless single-determinantal state

are different types of functions, both nevertheless belong to a vast category

of functions named coherent states (CS). In its most accepted definition,16

CS are a set of functions that are continuous with regard to a set of (real or

complex) parameters and that satisfy the resolution of identity with a positive

measure. These two defining properties and their nonzero overlap between

twoCSs render theCS set overcomplete. Each SLENDGaussianwave packet

is a member of the canonical CS17 set associated with the harmonic oscillator

Hamiltonian; in this case, the wave packet position and momentum are the

CS parameters. The Thouless single-determinantal state is a member of the

Thouless CS16 set associated with the electronic Hamiltonian; in this case,

the aforesaid Thouless parameters defining the state are the CS parameters.

Other types of CS sets of course exist16 as will be discussed in detail in

Section 3 (cf. Fig. 3.1). Due to their overcompleteness in terms of continuous

parameters, CS sets have found fruitful use in the mathematical formulation of

theories and models in such diverse fields as mathematical physics, condensed

matter theory, atomic physics, nuclear physics, and quantum field theory.16

The use of CS sets in chemical dynamics has been more restrained and mostly

limited to employing only the canonical CS for the nuclear motion alone in a

nondirect-dynamics context. In that scheme, it is worth mentioning the wave

packet semi-classical dynamics by Heller,18 the canonical CS representation

of the semi-classical propagator by Herman and Kluk,19,20 and the recovery

of quantum vibrational excitation probabilities from classical mechanics with

the canonical CS in the distribution of exact energy transfer (DECENT)

method by Giese and Gentry.21 In contrast, SLEND has augmented the

use of CS in chemical dynamics by merging the traditional canonical CS

Figure 3.1 Scheme of various types of coherent state (CS) sets that can be associated
with an ENDmethod having a nuclear classical description. The nuclear part of the total
wavefunction is factored out into translational, vibrational, and rotational parts under
standard approximations. The electronic Thouless CS corresponds to the SLEND case.
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for nucleiwith the less usual Thouless CS for electrons to obtain a direct-dynamics

method in the TDVP framework. However, the originality of SLEND with

CS is by no means limited to an ingenious utilization of the canonical and

Thouless CS to represent trial wavefunctions under TDVP. For instance,

as stated earlier, SLEND acquires a nuclear classical dynamics through the

zero-width limit applied to its Gaussian wave packets, now reinterpreted as

canonical CS. However, at any time of a SLEND evolution, the finite-width

wave packets (or canonical CS) that would correspond to the SLEND nuclear

classical mechanics can be reconstructed so that their quantum effects faded

out by the zero-width limit can be recovered. When such a CS quantum

reconstruction procedure (CSQRP)22 is applied to the vibrational degrees

of freedom in the harmonic approximation, the above-mentioned DECENT

method is rigorously obtained from the SLEND framework.22–24 Moreover,

that CSQRP can be further expanded by calling into play other types of CS

for anharmonic vibrations25 and for the rotations.22,26 Such a general CSQRP

to recover some quantum rotational and vibrational effects will be discussed in

detail in Section 3.

Despite its deceiving simplicity, SLEND has been successfully applied to

a multitude of scattering systems and chemical reactions in the gas phase.

Due to its nuclear description, SLEND is mostly successful at intermediate

(10eV�ELab�100eV) and high (100eV<ELab) collision energies, where

classical mechanics is mostly accurate and where some relevant quantum

effects can be recovered accurately with the CSQRP. Additionally, the

SLENDThouless single-determinantal state provides a satisfactory quantum

description for the electrons that can capture all the basic events in reactive

processes (bond formations and breakings, electron excitations, electron

transfers, etc.). In that manner, SLEND has been applied to proton–

molecule (HþþH2,
23,24 HþþCH4,

27 HþþH2O,28 HþþC2H2,
29,30

HþþHF,31 HþþCF4,
32 HþþN2,

33 HþþCO,34 and HþþNO25),

hydrogen–molecule (HþD2
35 and HþHOD36), and molecule-molecule

reactions (D2þNH3,
37 SN2, Diels–Alder, and proton cancer therapy

reactions—see Section 5 for the last three cases), inter alia. The SLEND

dynamical properties predicted for the above systems showed good agree-

ment with their experimental counterparts and include rainbow scattering

angle predictions,24,25,27,30,33,34 nonelectron-transfer (NET) proton–

molecule vibrational energy transfers,24,28,33 NET total differential cross sec-

tions (DCSs),27,28,30 NET state-to-state vibrational DCSs,24,25,33,34 NET

projectile energy loss spectra,25,33 and total ET DCSs28 and integral cross

sections (ICSs).24,27,30
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While accurate with the aforesaid systems, SLEND may perform unsatis-

factorily in situations that are more challenging. In regard to the electronic

part, the insufficient inclusion of electron correlation effects38 (especially of

dynamical correlation) in the SLEND single-determinantal wavefunction

|Cei should be corrected if a very accurate chemical description is sought.

Therefore, efforts39–43 have been made to move END beyond the SLEND

single-determinantal representation by adoptingmore sophisticated electronic

wavefunctions |Cei that progressively include higher degrees of electron cor-
relation. Such an approach lays out the ladder of END realizations3 from the

lowest SLEND to the highest fully correlated END rungs. That scheme par-

allels wavefunction-based approaches in time-independent electronic struc-

ture that systematically include electron correlation through clearly defined

procedures for wavefunctions’ improvement.38 Thus, while still keeping a

nuclear classical description, the electronic multiconfiguration (MC)

complete-active-space (CAS)38 END (MCCASEND)3,39 and the coupled-

cluster (CC)44 END (CCEND)43 methods have been proposed. (CCEND

required a modification of the TDVP due to the use of the CC ansatz.) In

regard to the nuclear part, SLEND classical dynamics, even augmented with

the CSQRP, is incapable of describing classically forbidden phenomena such

as nuclear tunneling. In that case, the SLEND nuclear wavefunction |CNi
comprising frozen-width Gaussian wave packets should be substituted by a

nuclear wavefunction analogous to the electronic wavefunction of

MCCASEND or CCEND but now containing nuclear molecular orbitals

(cf. Refs. 45–47). Thus, by employing MC wavefunctions for both nuclei

and electrons, the total multiconfiguration electron nuclear dynamics

(MCEND)40–42 method has been formulated and implemented.

Undoubtedly, the discussed high-level END realizations beyond

SLEND have the potential of providing exceedingly accurate chemical

descriptions. However, those realizations are difficult to implement and

expensive to compute (for instance, total MCEND has been applied only

to the small LiH molecule,40 whereas electronic MCCASEND and

CCEND remain unimplemented and therefore unapplied to any system).

The limited feasibility of the high-level END realizations bodes ill in view

of the great potential of END for studying high-energy chemical reactions

involving large biochemical molecules, as is the case in proton cancer ther-

apy48 just to mention one example. While we keep a keen interest in the

high-level END realizations, we also realize that feasible END applications

to large systems will be mostly (if not only) possible within an improved

SLEND framework. For that reason, we have concentrated our recent
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research efforts to further enhance SLEND in order to overcome or at least

mitigate its aforesaid shortcomings and make SLEND applicable to more

challenging systems. For instance, in regard to the SLEND deficiency in

electronic correlation, we have implemented the novel END/density func-

tional theory (DFT) method,49 where electron correlation effects are incor-

porated into END through established time-dependent Kohn–Sham (KS)

DFT (TDKSDFT) procedures50 while preserving a feasible single-

determinantal representation like that of SLEND. In regard to the SLEND

nuclear classical dynamics, we have further developed, and continue to

develop, the CSQRP procedure to extend its scope of applications to nuclear

anharmonic vibrations,25 nuclear rotations,22,26 and even the electronic

degrees of freedom51 (however, nuclear tunneling remains intractable with

SLEND). Moreover, to facilitate further methods’ programming and increase

computer performance with large systems, we have implemented all our

SLEND developments in our new parallel code PACE (Python Accelerated

Coherent-states Electron nuclear dynamics)52 that benefits from several

cutting-edge technologies in computer science and atomic integral evalua-

tion.53 All our new SLEND developments are presented and discussed in full

detail in the following sections. We sincerely hope that our new SLEND

efforts will contribute to the enrichment of the END theory and inaugurate

a new epoch of fruitful END application to challenging systems.

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the theo-

retical background of END, generally, and of SLEND, specifically, along

with our theoretical advances; in Section 3, we present a discussion about

various types of CS sets and their new involvement in SLEND and the

CSQRP; in Section 4, we provide details about our new code PACE52;

in Section 5, we present various applications of our discussed SLEND devel-

opments to a vast array of chemical reactions; and finally, in Section 6, we

present some final remarks.

2. NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SLEND THEORY

2.1. END and SLEND
As SLEND is one realization of the END theory,1–3 it is helpful to briefly

review END in general. END, as previously mentioned, involves the appli-

cation of the TDVP11 to a trial wavefunction. With a trial total

wavefunction |CENDi parameterized by a set of generally complex param-

eters, |CENDi¼|li, where l¼ (l1,l2,l3,l4, . . .,li, . . .) and li¼li(t), the
quantum Lagrangian LEND in Eq. (3.2) can be written as
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L l,l�½ � ¼ lh ji @
@t� Ĥ lj i
ljlh i ð3:3Þ

In analogy with Hamilton’s principle in classical mechanics,54 the TDVP11

states that a system evolves along a path in the parameter space whose quan-

tum action AEND is stationary to a first-order variation in the parameters l,

dAEND l,l�½ � ¼ d
ðtf
ti

dtLEND l tð Þ,l� tð Þ½ � ¼ 0 ð3:4Þ

with end-point boundary conditions d|l(ti)i¼d|l(tf)i¼0. The resultant

Euler–Lagrange equations are of the form1,2,11:

i
X
a

Cab
_la¼ @ETotal

@l�b

�i
X
a

C�ab _l
�
a ¼

@ETotal

@lb

ð3:5Þ

where ETotal¼ ljĤTotaljl
� �

= ljlh i is the total energy and C is a Hermitian

matrix with elements

Cab¼ @2 lnS

@l�a@lb
ð3:6Þ

and where S is the overlap, S¼hl|li. Equation (3.5) can be rewritten in

matrix form as

iC 0

0 �iC
� �

l
�

l
� �

� �
¼ @E=@l

� �

@E=@l

� �
ð3:7Þ

It can be proved1,11 that Eq. (3.7) is the quantum generalization of the

classical Hamilton equation in symplectic form54 with conjugate variables q

and p and classical Hamiltonian H(q,p)

I 0

0 �I
� �

q
�

p
�

� �
¼ @H=@p

@H=@q

� �
) 0 I

�I 0

� �
@H=@q
@H=@p

� �
¼ q

�

p
�

� �
ð3:8Þ

More specifically, l and l∗ are the complex quantum conjugate variables of

Eq. (3.7), analogous to the real classical conjugate variables q and p of

Eq. (3.8). Similarly, the complex matrix i
C 0

0 �C
� �

in Eq. (3.7) is the
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quantum generalization of the real classical matrix
I 0

0 �I
� �

in Eq. (3.8).

The analogy between the quantum dynamical equation (3.7) and the classical

Hamilton equation (3.8) is not surprising in view of the analogy between the

quantum TDVP11 and the classical Hamilton principle54 that generate

Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. This analogy can be made even more appar-

ent if the complex parameterization in terms of complex conjugate variables l
and l∗ is substituted by an equivalent parameterization in terms of real con-

jugate variables proportional toRe(l) and Im(l). That will be illustratedmore

conveniently when discussing the SLEND equations shortly.

The discussed parameterization does not impose any significant limitations

on |CENDi¼|li. Indeed, it permits END to admit a hierarchy of methods

dependent on the form of |CENDi¼|li. For instance, in the electronic

MCCASEND,39 the variational parameters of the electronic part |Cei of
|CENDi¼|li are the linear coefficients of the configuration states and the

parameters of the MSO within each configuration state. Similarly, in

CCEND,43 the variational parameters of the electronic part |Cei in

|CENDi¼|li are the CC amplitudes.43 These MCCAS and CC

wavefunctions can be used for parameterizing the nuclear part |CNi of

|CENDi¼|li as well. Yet, the predominant treatment of |CENDi is that
of SLEND: a single-configuration description for both nuclei and electrons

whose nuclear part |CNi is a product of frozen-width Gaussian wave packets
and whose electronic part |Cei is a single-determinantal state.1–3

Propagation of the dynamics using Eq. (3.5) requires the inversion of the

matrixC: an operation that is impossible whenC becomes singular as a result

of two or more parameters l becoming linearly dependent.12–14 While lin-

ear dependency among SLEND nuclear wave packets’ parameters is

improbable, that situation is certainly likely among the parameters of an elec-

tronic single-determinantal state if those are not chosen carefully. In that sit-

uation, it is possible to use a pseudo-inverse of C to avoid numerical

instabilities; however, this can result in integration errors growing without

bound.12,13 An alternative approach that avoids the latter problem is to

parameterize the electronic trial wavefunction in such a way that its param-

eters remain linearly independent throughout the dynamics simulation. As

anticipated in Section 1, that convenient feature and other advantages are

achieved in SLEND by adopting the Thouless representation of a single-

determinantal state55 that involves a set of continuous and nonredundant

parameters l, usually referred to as the Thouless parameters z.1 Due

precisely to those parameters’ nonredundancy, the SLEND Thouless
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single-determinantal state remains free of linear dependencies in its constit-

uent molecular orbitals throughout its dynamics; in that way, the dynamics

integration will not stumble upon numerical instabilities due to the inversion

of C. The nonredundant Thouless parameters also provide solutions to other

problems closely related to that of the singularity; namely, they provide a one-

to-one mapping with distinct nonequivalent single-determinantal states by

excluding equivalent states generated by unitary transformation among the

occupied molecular orbitals. In addition, the continuous nature of the

Thouless parameters makes possible the expression of the generalized sym-

plectic structure of Eq. (3.7) and ensures sufficient flexibility for the electronic

wavefunction to vary smoothly and continuously during the simulation of

taxing chemical reactions.

As discussed earlier, the SLEND trial total wavefunction |CSLENDi is
separated into single-configuration nuclear |CNi and electronic |Cei parts:
|CSLENDi¼|CNi|Cei. Having NN nuclei, |CNi is the direct product of
3NN 1D frozen-width Gaussian wave packets centered at the nuclear posi-

tionsRwith nuclear momenta P, |CNi¼|R,Pi, each nucleus taking three
1D wave packets for its three position/motion variables. In configuration

space with coordinates X, hX|CNi is56:

XjCNh i ¼ XjR,Ph i
¼
Y3NN

i¼1
XijRi Pih i

¼
Y3NN

i¼1
exp � Xi�Ri

2DRi

 !2

þ iPi Xi�Rið Þ
" # ð3:9Þ

whereX¼ (Xi),R¼ (Ri), and P¼ (Pi), 1� i�3NN; {DRi} are the widths of

the Gaussian wave packets. The nuclear positionsR and momenta P are the

variational parameters of |CNi¼|R,Pi forming pairs of real conjugate var-

iables {Ri,Pi}. For computational convenience, SLEND takes the zero-

width limit in Eq. (3.9),DRi!08 i, after constructing the SLEND quantum

Lagrangian, LSLEND, thus rendering the nuclear dynamics as classical

mechanics.

The SLEND electronic wavefunction |Cei is a Thouless single-

determinantal state15 |Cei¼|z;Ri parameterized in terms of the complex

Thouless coefficients z and having an extra dependency uponR as explained

shortly. Having Ne electrons in a basis of rank K>Ne, the Thouless single-

determinantal state hx|Cei in configuration space with coordinates x is:
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xjCeh i ¼ xjz;Rh i

¼ hxjexp
XK

p¼Neþ1

XNe

h¼1
zphb

{
pbh

 !
j0i

¼ det wh xh;z,Rð Þ½ �
ð3:10Þ

where the dynamical spin orbitals (DSOs), wh, are defined in terms of Ne

occupied, ch, and K�Ne virtual, cp, reference MSOs1–3:

wh xh;z,Rð Þ¼ch xh;Rð Þþ
XK

p¼Neþ1
zphcp xh;Rð Þ, 1� h�Ne ð3:11Þ

In Eq. (3.10), hx|Cei is generated with the MSO particle–hole (virtual-

occupied) operators bp
{bh from the Fermi reference single-determinantal state

|0i havingNe occupied MSOs {ch}: 0j i¼ jc1 . . .ch . . .cNe
i. The Thouless

coefficients z and z* are the variational parameters of |Cei¼|z;Ri forming

pairs of complex conjugate variables {zph,zph
∗ }. TheMSOs {ch,cp} are con-

structed with K standard atomic basis set functions {fi(xi;Ri)} centered at

the nuclear positions R¼ (Ri), usually through a time-independent

Hartree–Fock (HF) calculation as explained shortly. For that reason,

{ch,cp}, {wh}, and |Cei¼|z;Ri acquire a dependency upon R. While

the MSOs are orthogonal among themselves, the DSOs are not as can be

easily proved from their definition in Eq. (3.11). The MSOs and DSOs

are unrestricted with respect to spin blocks, and therefore, |Cei¼|z;Ri
is an unrestricted single-determinantal state. As such, |Cei¼|z;Ri has
some degree of nondynamical correlation that allows an adequate descrip-

tion of bond-forming and bond-breaking processes, at least qualitatively.

The SLEND quantum Lagrangian, LSLEND, is obtained by setting

|CSLENDi¼|CNi|Cei into Eq. (3.3) (cf. Eq. 3.2). Taking the zero-width

limit in the wave packets of |CNi, Eq. (3.9), LSLEND becomes (3.2)

LSLEND R,P,z,z�½ � ¼
X3NN

j¼1
Pjþ i

2

@ lnS

@Rj

�@ lnS

@R0j

 !" #
_Rj

þ i

2

XK
p¼Neþ1

XNe

h¼1

@ lnS

@zph
_zph�@ lnS

@z∗ph
_z∗ph

 !
�ETotal R,P,z,z�½ �

ð3:12Þ
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where the electronic overlap is S¼ z0,R0jz,Rh i and the total energy ETotal is

ETotal R,P,z,z�½ � ¼ CSLENDjĤTotaljCSLEND

� �
= CSLENDjCSLENDh i

¼
XNN

i¼1

P2
i

2Mi

þ
XNN

i¼ 1

j> 1

ZiZj

Ri�Rj

�� ��þEe R,z,z�½ � ð3:13Þ

whose consecutive terms are the nuclear kinetic energy,
XNN

i¼1P
2
i =2Mi, the

nuclear repulsion potential energy,
XNN

i¼1, j>i
ZiZj=jRi�Rjj, and the purely

electronic energy, Ee R,z,z�½ � ¼ CejĤejCe

� �
= CejCeh i (Mi and Zi are the

nuclear masses and charges and Ĥe is the purely electronic Hamiltonian).

Using {R(t),P(t),z(t),z*(t)} as the SLEND variational parameters, applica-

tion of the TDVP to the SLEND quantum action ASLEND[R,P,z,z*] asso-
ciated with LSLEND[R,P,z,z*], Eq. (3.4), renders the SLEND dynamical

equations as a set of Euler–Lagrange equations in matrix form1–3

iC 0 iCR 0

0 �iC� �iC�R 0

iC
{
R �iCT

R CRR �I

0 0 I 0

26666666666664

37777777777775

dz

dt

dz�

dt

dR

dt

dP

dt

26666666666664

37777777777775
¼

@ETotal

@z�

@ETotal

@z

@ETotal

@R

@ETotal

@P

266666666666664

377777777777775
ð3:14Þ

where the metric matrices: C, CR, and CRR are defined as1–3

C¼ @2 lnS z�,R,z,R0ð Þ
@z�@z

�����
R0¼R

CR¼ @2 lnS z�,R,z,R0ð Þ
@z�@R

�����
R0¼R

CRR¼�2Im@2 lnS z�,R,z,R0ð Þ
@R@R0

�����
R0¼R

ð3:15Þ

The matricesCR andCRR couple the nuclear and the electronic degrees

of freedom and are the SLEND equivalents to the standard nonadiabatic

coupling terms. Noticeably, those nuclear–electronic coupling terms are
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retained in SLEND despite the zero-width limit in the nuclear wave packets

in |CNi.2 Comparison of Eq. (3.14) with Eq. (3.7) reveals that the former is

a generalization of the classical Hamilton’s equations in symplectic form54

that express the coupled nuclear classical and electronic quantum dynamics

in terms of pairs of real {Ri(t),Pi(t)} and complex {zph(t),zph
∗ (t)} conjugate

variables, respectively.

In a SLEND simulation, the total wavefunction at initial time ti,

|CSLEND(ti)i, is defined by the initial positions and momenta of the reac-

tants’ nuclei, {R(ti),P(ti)})|CN(ti)i¼|R(ti),P(ti)i, as well as by the initial
Thouless parameters of the reactant’s electronic wavefunction, {z(ti),z*

(ti)})|Ce(ti)i¼|z(ti);R(ti)i. The latter’s construction depends upon the

selection of the MSOs {ch,cp} and the reference state |0i (cf. Eq. 3.10).
In most SLEND simulations including those presented herein, the MSOs

{ch,cp} are obtained at ti through a time-independent unrestricted HF cal-

culation on the reactants’ supermolecule at the initial configurationR(ti). In

all the SLEND simulations discussed in Section 5, the reactants’ super-

molecule at ti is in its electronic ground state, which at the HF level corre-

sponds to the reference Fermi single-determinantal state |0i having Ne

occupied HFMSOs {ch}: 0j i ¼ c1 . . .ch . . .cNe

�� �
. In that situation, the ini-

tial Thouless parameters assume the value z(ti)¼0 so that wh(ti)¼ch and

|Ce(ti)i¼|z(ti)¼0;R(ti)i¼|0i (cf. Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11). From these

described initial conditions, a SLEND simulation starts and the successive

values of the dynamical variables {R(t),P(t),z(t),z*(t)} are calculated by

integrating the SLEND equation (3.14). As time progresses, the Thouless

parameters may evolve into nonzero values z(t) 6¼0 and if so, virtual HF

MSOs {cp} are eventually included into the dynamical orbitals {xh(t)}

and the electronic wavefunction |z(t);R(t)i (cf. Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11); that

virtual space inclusion is usually indicative of a nonadiabatic behavior. Dur-

ing evolution, |Ce(t)i¼|z(t);R(t)i departs from the HF ground state at the

nuclear configuration R(t) as the dynamics ventures into the nonadiabatic

regime. It is worth mentioning that, after performing the initial HF optimi-

zation to define theMSOs and initial electronic wavefunction, no additional

HF optimizations are necessary during a SLEND simulation because the

dynamical variables {R(t),P(t),z(t),z*(t)} are obtained from the solution

of SLEND equation (3.14). The evolving electronic wavefunction

|Ce(t)i¼|z(t);R(t)i is still expressed in terms of the initial (static) HFMSOs

{ch,cp} but changes temporally in terms of its evolving dynamical variables

{R(t),z(t),z*(t)}. If the simulated dynamics is too violent, the situation

described by the initial HF MSOs {ch,cp} may differ too much from the
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actual situation described by |Ce(t)i so that those MSOs become an inad-

equate basis to express |Ce(t)i. That is signaled by large absolute values of

the Thouless parameters {z(t),z*(t)} that make the SLEND equation (3.14)

ill-conditioned. If that situation is reached, the following actions are taken

to overcome such an ill-conditioned state: (1) The SLEND simulation is

stopped; (2) a new reference basis is constructed; (3) |Ce(t)i¼|z(t);R(t)i
is re-expressed in terms of the new basis; and (4) the SLEND simulation is

restarted from that better-conditioned state. The described procedure to find

a better reference state during a simulation is performed automatically by our

SLEND codes whenever necessary. In the SLEND simulations discussed in

Section 5, that procedure happened only once during a particular simulation

in very few cases (1% of the simulations, approximately). At the completion of

a SLEND simulation at time tf, the final values of the dynamical variables

{R(tf),P(tf),z(tf),z(tf)*} define the final total wavefunction |CSLEND(tf)i.
Various dynamical properties are calculated by analyzing |CTotal(tf)i. For
instance, probability amplitudes for electronic excitations and electron trans-

fers from the described initial conditions are obtained by projecting the final

electronic wavefunction |Ce(tf)i¼|z(tf);R(tf)i on the HF electronic states at

the final nuclear configurationR(tf).
24,57 Those HF states are readily obtained

by a singleHF calculation at that configuration. In addition, probability ampli-

tudes for nuclear vibrational and rotational excitations from the described ini-

tial conditions are obtained by applying the CSQRP to the final nuclear

variables {R(tf),P(tf)}. With those electronic and nuclear amplitudes, various

dynamical properties can be calculated (energy loss spectra, state-to-state

DCSs and ICSs, etc.). Further details about those properties’ calculations

are discussed in Sections 2.4 and 3.

The SLEND dynamical equation (3.14) contains the much simpler

Born–Oppenheimer direct-dynamics (BODD) method as a particular case.

To downgrade SLEND into BODD, two drastic approximations should be

introduced in the former. In the first approximation, the electronic

wavefunction |Cei and the electronic energy Ee in ETotal, Eq. (3.13), are

obtained as the ground-state HF wavefunction and energy through a HF

optimization at each nuclear configuration R(t). In that scheme, the

Thouless parameters {z,z*} are determined by a HF optimization rather

than by the TDVP simultaneously with the other dynamical variables,

Eq. (3.14). (Standard BODD methods do not employ an electronic optimi-

zation in terms of Thouless parameters but an equivalent procedure in terms

of ordinary MSOs’ atomic coefficients.) For this reason, in the BODD limit,

the Thouless parameters cease being genuine dynamical variables and along
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with their related matrixC, Eq. (3.15), vanish from Eq. (3.14). In the second

approximation, the nuclear–electronic coupling terms are directly neglected

(i.e., CR¼CRR¼0). With those two approximations, the SLEND equa-

tion (3.14) reduces to their BODD counterparts:

0 �I
I 0

	 
 dR

dt

dP

dt

26664
37775¼

@ETotal

@R

@ETotal

@P

26664
37775) 0 I

�I 0

	 
 @ETotal

@R

@ETotal

@P

26664
37775¼

dR

dt

dP

dt

26664
37775 ð3:16Þ

where ETotal now contains the HF-optimized Ee. The BODD equa-

tion (3.16) is nothing but the classical Hamilton’s equation in symplectic

form for the nuclear variables {R(t),P(t)} with the BODD total energy

ETotal.
54 Strictly speaking, SLEND contains BODD/HF as a particular

case. Other END realizations contain their corresponding BODD partic-

ular cases: SLEND/KSDFT contains BODD/DFT and MCCASEND

contains BODD/MCCAS. All those BODD methods have dynamical

equations like those in Eq. (3.16) with the electronic energy Ee in the total

energy ETotal at the DFT, MCCAS, etc., level. Each of those BODD

methods completely lacks the nonadiabatic features of its END counter-

part due to the obvious fact that the BODD electronic wavefunction and

energy are confined to those of the ground state throughout the whole

dynamics. Therefore, BODD methods are only adequate to simulate

low-energy reactions (ELab<50eV, approximately) that remain on or

very close to the ground state and that do not undergo electronic excita-

tions and/or ET processes predominantly. Even when appropriately

applied to ground-state processes, the BODD nuclear dynamics is still

approximate due to its neglect of the nuclear–electronic coupling terms

(cf. Ref. 58).

Having reviewed the END and SLEND theories in their original forms,

we can now proceed to explain our new theoretical developments in SLEND

tomake it more accurate and more feasible. Following the preliminary discus-

sion in Section 1, we present in the following sections solutions to increase the

degree of electronic correlation in SLEND, to decrease the SLEND compu-

tational cost, and to extend the SLENDCSQRP to calculate a larger variety of

dynamical properties. Those solutions come in the forms of the SLEND/

KSDFT method (Section 2.2), the effective core potential (ECP)

implementations in SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT (Section 2.3), and the
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SLEND protocol to calculate dynamical properties in general and

reconstruct quantum nuclear effects with the CSQRP in particular

(Sections 2.4 and 3).

2.2. The SLEND/KSDFT method
SLEND, being a single-determinantal method, lacks a proper inclusion of

electron correlation effects. As explained in Section 2.1, the SLEND

unrestricted single-determinantal electronic wavefunction |Ce(t)i¼|z(t);

R(t)i does include an adequate degree of nondynamical correlation so that

SLEND can satisfactorily describe bond-forming and bond-breaking

processes. However, that electronic wavefunction totally lacks dynamical

correlation, a more essential type of correlation that determines the accuracy

of various critical features of chemical systems and reactions. From a SLEND

perspective, those features include the reaction’s energetics (critical for deter-

mining the likelihood and extent of a reaction), the nuclear vibrational

motions and frequencies (critical for the accuracy of the vibrational

CSQRP), and the actual electron–electron interactions (critical for

determining ET processes), inter alia. As previously discussed in Section 1,

high-level realizations of END (MCCASEND, MCEND, CCEND, etc.)

acquire considerable degrees of electron correlation, both nondynamical

and dynamical, by adopting wavefunctions beyond the single-determinantal

representation, but at very high computational costs. To overcome the lat-

ter, we have put forward a far more feasible approach49 that involves

retaining the less demanding SLEND single-determinantal wavefunction

and including electron correlation via the TDKSDFT.50,59–61 The novel

method resulting from that approach, SLEND/KSDFT,49 was in part

stimulated by the TDKSDFT direct-dynamics method developed by

Theilhaber two decades ago.62 However, the latter method was not formu-

lated in the END framework, and therefore, it only provided us a general

inspiration to develop a TDKSDFT version of SLEND. The main theoret-

ical details of our novel SLEND/KSDFT method and its derivation from

SLEND and TDKSDFT are presented in the following paragraphs. Further

details can be found in Ref. 49.

TDDFThas its foundation in theRunge andGross (RG) theorem.50That

theorem asserts that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the TD

external potential vext(r,t) and the electron density r(r,t) of a time-evolving

system. That one-to-one mapping implies that the TD electron density

r(r,t) completely determines the TD electronic wavefunction |Ce[r](t)i
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and all the properties of a system.The foundational role of theRG theorem in

TDDFT is analogous to that of the first Hohenberg and Kohn theorem in

time-independent DFT.63 While the RG theorem legitimizes TDDFT, it

does not provide by itself a practical formulation of TDDFT leading to appli-

cations to systems of interest. However, in analogy to the time-independent

KS DFT64 again, TDDFT adopts a formulation with practical consequences

when it is cast into a time-dependent KS (TDKS) form.59–61 Like its time-

independent counterpart, that approach invokes an auxiliary system of

Ne noninteracting electrons described by the KS single-determinantal

wavefunction |FKSi: rjFKSh i¼FKS r1, . . . ,rNe
,tð Þ¼ det cKS

i ri,tð Þ� �
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ne!

p
,

involving orthonormal KS MSOs {ci
KS(ri,t)}. This auxiliary system is sub-

jected to an effective external potential vs[r](r,t) (unique by the RG theorem)

so that its electron density r(r,t)

r r,tð Þ¼
XNe

i¼1
cKS
i r,tð Þ�� ��2 ð3:17Þ

is assumed to be identical to the electron density of the actual system of

Ne-interacting electrons. In that scheme, the time evolution of r(r,t) is
determined by the time evolution of the KS MSOs, each of them obeying

a TD Schrödinger equation with the potential vs[r](r,t)
50,59,60:

�1

2
r2þ vs r½ � r,tð Þ

" #
cKS
j r,tð Þ¼ i

@

@t
cKS
j r,tð Þ 1� j�Neð Þ

vs r½ � r,tð Þ¼ vext r,tð Þþ
ð
dr0

r r0,tð Þ
r� r0j jþ vxc r½ � r,tð Þ

ð3:18Þ

where vext(r,t) is the external potential on the actual system,

ð
dr0r r0,tð Þ=jr� r0j

the Coulombic potential, and vxc[r](r,t) the exchange-correlation poten-

tial.50,59,60 Equation (3.18) is currently considered as the fundamental

TDKSDFT equation after former TDKSDFT formulations in terms of a

DFT quantum action ADFT[r(r,t)] were proved problematic.60,61,65,66

The crucial component in Eq. (3.18) is the exchange-correlation potential

vxc[r](r,t) that introduces electron exchange and correlation effects into an

equation that without vxc[r](r,t) would be a sort of uncorrelated TD Hartree

equation. Furtherprogress in anyTDKSDFTeffort dependsuponobtaining an

expression for vxc[r](r,t), a term unknown in its exact form, but for which

various approximations have been proposed.59–61 However, the formulation
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of genuine TD potentials vxc[r](r,t) without resorting to their many

time-independent DFT counterparts has proved extremely difficult. There-

fore, the simplest and most widespread approximation to vxc[r](r,t) is the
adiabatic approximation59–61:

vxc r½ � r,tð Þ� vadia:xc r½ � r,tð Þ¼ vgsxc er½ � rð Þj~r rð Þ¼r r,tð Þ;

vgsxc er½ � rð Þ¼ dEgs
xc er rð Þ½ �
d er rð Þ½ �

ð3:19Þ

where vgsxc er½ � rð Þ and Egs
xc er rð Þ½ � are selected ground-state, time-independent,

KSDFT exchange-correlation potential and energy functional, respectively.

The adiabatic approximation is extensively used in linear-responseTDKSDFT

calculations of excitation energies59–61 and also in Theilhaber’s TDKSDFT

direct-dynamics method,62 in both cases producing satisfactory results. The

adiabatic approximation is supposed toworkwell with slow-evolving electron

densities that remain near the ground state. However, previous TDKSDFT

experience60,61 suggests that this approximation may work acceptably well

even with processes beyond the slow and near-ground-state regime, as is

the case inmany chemical reactions. For all those reasons, the adiabatic approx-

imation has been adopted in our SLEND/KSDFT implementation.

The formulation of SLEND/KSDFT starts by considering Eqs. (3.14) and

(3.15) as the fundamental SLEND dynamical equations, just as TDKSDFT

considers Eq. (3.18) as its fundamental dynamical equation. Then, the SLEND

electronic single-determinantal wavefunction |Cei¼|z;Ri is reformulated

(or reinterpreted) as a KS wavefunction in the Thouless representation,

|Cei¼|z;Ri!|FKSi, by substituting its reference time-independent HF

MSOs {ch,cp} for analogous time-independent KSDFT MSOs {ch
KS,cp

KS}

(cf. Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11). Notice that the SLEND |Cei¼|z;Ri is an approx-
imate electronic wavefunction for the actual system that provides an approxi-

mate electron density r(r,t). In contrast, the SLEND/KSDFT |Cei¼|z;Ri
acts as an auxiliary electronicKSwavefunction that can provide the exact elec-

tron density r(r,t) if the exchange-correlation potential vxc[r](r,t) occurring in
the SLEND/KSDFT equations is known exactly. It is worth emphasizing that

the SLEND/KSDFT formulation of the electronic KS wavefunction as a

Thouless single-determinantal wavefunction confers to the former all the dis-

cussed numerical advantages of the Thouless representation to integrate

dynamical equations.Thosevaluablenumerical features areabsent in the typical
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TDKSDFT formulations, Eq. (3.18), which employ standard Slater single-

determinantal wavefunctions.

Having assimilated the SLEND electronic wavefunction as a KS

wavefunction, the SLEND/KSDFT electron density r(r,t) is obtained as

r r;z tð Þ,z� tð Þ,R tð Þf g¼
ð
ds g1 r0,s0,r,s;z tð Þ,z� tð Þ,R tð Þf gj r0¼r,s0¼s ð3:20Þ

where the one-electron reduced density matrix g1 x0,xð Þ67,68 is

g1 r0,s0,r,s;z tð Þ,z� tð Þ,R tð Þf g¼
XK
i, j

ci r0,s0;R tð Þf gg 1ð Þ
ij z tð Þ,z� tð Þf gc�j r,s;R tð Þf g

g 1ð Þ
ij z tð Þ,z� tð Þf g¼

z tð Þ;R tð Þ b{j bi
��� ���z tð Þ;R tð Þ

D E
z tð Þ;R tð Þjz tð Þ;R tð Þh i

¼ I

z tð Þ
	 


Iþz{ tð Þz tð Þ� ��1
I z tð Þ{
� �

ð3:21Þ
where s and s0 are spin variables, and I¼ dij

� 2R
Ne�Ne and

z¼ zph
� 2C

K�Neð Þ�Ne are the identity and Thouless parameter matrices,

respectively.1 At this point, the electron density r(r,t) from Eqs. (3.20) and

(3.21) becomes the central property of the SLEND/KSDFT method. There-

fore, to obtain the SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations, all the electronic

terms in the SLEND equations (3.14) and (3.15) should be substituted for their

corresponding TDKSDFT counterparts, which ultimately are functionals of

r(r,t). The resulting SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations have exactly

the same form as that of their SLEND counterparts, Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15),

but with all their electronic terms changed into their TDKSDFT equivalents.

In particular, the electronic energy Ee in the total energy ETotal, Eq. (3.13),

which occurred in the SLEND equation (3.14), now adopts a corresponding

KSDFT expression in the SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations:

ESLEND=KSDFT
e R,z,z�½ � ¼

z;Rh j�1

2
r2 z;Rj i

z;Rh jz;Ri þ
ð
drr r;z,z�,Rð Þvext r;Rð Þ

þ1

2

ð ð
drdr0

r r;z,z�,Rð Þr r0;z,z�,Rð Þ
r� r0j j

þEgs
xc r r;z,z�,Rð Þ½ � ð3:22Þ
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whose terms are the KS kinetic, external-potential, classical self-

repulsion, and exchange-correlation energies. The external potential

vext r;Rð Þ¼�
XNN

i¼1Zi r�Rij j�1 is caused by the moving classical nuclei.

The adiabatic approximation is employed in Eq. (3.22) via Exc
gs[r] (cf.

Eq. 3.19). The discussed SLEND/KSDFT equations have been implemented

in our own END codes as is explained in Section 4. The first ever applications

of our novel SLEND/KSDFT method involved molecular vibrations and

proton–molecules reactions and were presented in Refs. 22,49. Recent

SLEND/KSDFTapplications to those types of systems and toDiels–Alder reac-

tions are presented in Section 5.

It is interesting to note that one could have attempted to derive the

SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations not from the preexisting SLEND

equations (3.14) and (3.15) but from the TDVP applied to the SLEND/

KSDFT quantum action ASLEND/KSDFT[R,P,r(z,z*;R)]. The latter is

obtained by rewriting the SLEND action ASLEND[R,P,z,z*] as a

TDKSDFT functional of r(r,t). That action approach to SLEND/KSDFT

is analogous to the earlier action approach to TDKSDFT in terms of

the TDDFT quantum action ADFT[r(r,t)].
50,59 However, we refrained

from following that action approach herein because the conventional

TDDFT quantum action notoriously exhibits two defective traits.61,65,66

First, a TDDFT action leads to exchange-correlation kernels

fxc r½ � r,t,r0,t0ð Þ¼ dvxc r½ � r,tð Þ=dr r0,t0ð Þ that violate the causality condition:

fxc r½ � r,t,r0,t0ð Þ¼ 0 for t0> t (the so-called causality paradox). Second, under

the RG theorem, an initial TDVP boundary condition d|Ce[r](ti)i¼
0 completely determines a final variation d|Ce[r](tf)i so that it is no longer

possible to set the final TDVP boundary condition d|Ce[r](tf)i¼0 indepen-

dently from the initial one. Various sophisticated solutions have been

advanced to solve the aforesaid defects.65,66,69–71 However, it is unclear if

those sophisticated solutions, some of them in terms of the formidable

Keldish action in pseudo-time, can be implemented into a computationally

feasible method like SLEND/KSDFT. The sole exception seems to be

Vignale’s solution, which still utilizes the conventional TDDFT action in

real time but under a modified TDVP that in essence incorporates a nonzero

final-end point variation. Vignale’s solution is amenable to formulating a

correct action approach to SLEND/KSDFT, which is under consideration

in our group. Until that SLEND/KSDFT formulation becomes available,

we can safely derive the SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations from their

SLEND counterparts taking the latter as the fundamental SLEND dynamical

equations and thus circumventing the SLEND/KSDFT action. This is
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analogous to TDKSDFT taking Eq. (3.18) as its fundamental dynamical

equation and thus circumventing the TDKSDFT action.60,61 If one insists

on obtaining the SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations from the

SLEND/KSDFT action through the conventional TDVP, the result will

be the same SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations discussed earlier, but

obtained through a questionable procedure. In fact, Theilhaber derived

his TDKSDFT direct-dynamics method in that way,62 unaware of the

defects of the TDKSDFT action; nonetheless, Theilhaber’s method proved

to be physicallymeaningful during applications.62 Finally, it is worthmention-

ing that the SLEND/KSDFT action adopting the adiabatic approximation

through Ee
SLEND/KSDFT, Eq. (3.22), inherits an ad hoc solution to the causality

paradox because the f adia:xc r½ � r,t,r0,t0ð Þ is causal by construction:

f adia:xc r½ � r,t,r0,t0ð Þ ¼ dvadia:xc r½ � r,tð Þ=dr r0,t0ð Þ ¼ d t� t0ð Þdvgsxc er½ � rð Þ=der r0ð Þjer rð Þ¼r r,tð Þ.

Some of the first results with the new SLEND/KSDFT are presented in

Section 5. They concern vibrational motions of several representative mol-

ecules and the simulation of a Diels–Alder reaction. Additional results from

ion–molecule reactions are given in Ref. 49.

2.3. SLENDþECP and SLEND/KSDFTþECP
In both SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT, the majority of the computational

effort lies in the calculation of the quantum electronic nonadiabatic dynam-

ics, wherein the rate-determining steps are the computation of the two-

electron atomic integrals and their contribution to the energy gradients with

respect to nuclear positions. Those operations have an algorithmic complex-

ity ofO(K4). Undoubtedly, this computational effort becomes prohibitively

expensive with the use of the large atomic basis sets that are necessary to

obtain very accurate dynamics. The same computational effort becomes

burdensome evenwithmodest atomic basis sets if the system being simulated

is very large, as are the cases of the biomolecules involved in proton cancer

therapy. However, significant computational savings can be obtained if the

valence electrons of a system are treated explicitly while the core electrons

are modeled by pseudopotentials. Such an approximation is acceptable for

chemical reactions because the core electrons only become directly involved

in chemical processes at extremely high energies. In that regard, the ECP

method72–74 provides a rigorous and feasible way to achieve the outlined

treatment of valence and core electrons, exhibiting a long history of suc-

cesses in time-independent electronic structure theory calculations.72–74

Inspired by those traditional ECP efforts, we have recently extended the
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use of the ECPmethod to TD dynamics calculations by implementing ECPs

into the SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT methods.75 Those efforts have pro-

duced the new SLENDþECP and SLEND/KSDFTþECP methods,

which are outlined in the following paragraphs.

In any ECP approach, only the valence electrons are treated explicitly.

The core electrons are replaced by pseudopotentials VECP(i), whose eva-

luable expressions can be found in the ECP literature.72–74 One important

role for VECP(i) is to prevent the so-called variational collapse of the explicit

valence electrons (i.e., to prevent basis functions intended to describe

valence orbitals from being used to describe core orbitals). That effect is

achieved by nonlocal projection operators in terms of spherical harmonics

|lmi that are included in VECP(i). In that scheme, the total Hamiltonian

ĤTotal employed in the SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations

and the HF and KS operators f̂ HF=KS 1ð Þ, employed to calculate the HF and

KSDFT states at initial and final times, are substituted for their ECP-

formulated equivalents Ĥ
ECP

Total and f̂
ECP

HF=KS ið Þ, respectively:

Ĥ
ECP

Total¼�
1

2Mi

XNN

i¼1
r2

Ri
þ
XNN

i¼ 1

j> i

Z
eff
i Z

eff
j

Ri�Rj

�� ���1

2

XNVal
e

i¼1
r2

i

þ
XNVal

e

i¼ 1

j> i

1

ri� rj
�� ���XNN

i¼1

XNVal
e

j¼1

Zeff :
i

Ri� rj
�� ��þXN

Val
e

i¼1
V̂ ECP ið Þ

f̂
ECP

HF=KS ið Þ¼�1

2
r2

i þ
ð
r r0ð Þ
r� r0j jdr

0 þ vHF=KS ið Þ�
XNN

i¼1

Zeff
i

Ri� rj jþV̂ ECP ið Þ

ð3:23Þ

where Ne
Val is the number of valence electrons, {Zi

eff} are the effective

nuclear charges experienced by the valence electrons due to the formal

removal of the core electrons, and vHF/KS(i) is either the HF-exchange oper-

ator�K̂ ið Þ in SLENDor theKSDFT exchange-correlation potential vxc[r](r)

in SLEND/KSDFT. With Ĥ
ECP

Total, the electronic single-determinantal

wavefunction in the Thouless representation, |Cei¼|z;Ri, is reduced in

size as it only contains the Ne
Val valence electrons, Ne

Val<Ne. With all these

changes, SLENDþECP and SLEND/KSDFTþECP reduce the dimen-

sionality of the electron integrals and therefore the computational cost.
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As discussed in Section 1, SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT have been highly

successful in the simulation of chemical reactions at intermediate

(10eV�ELab�100eV) and high (100eV<ELab) collision energies. The

appropriateness of applying SLENDþECP and SLEND/KSDFTþECP to

reactions in thatenergy regime (especially to reactions inprotoncancer therapy)

assumes that the core electrons only participate in the electronic quantum

nonadiabatic dynamics in a secondary way, for instance, by preventing the

aforesaid variational collapse of the valence electrons. This assumption is justi-

fied by conventional chemical experience that reveals that more drastic core-

electron processes, such as electron excitations and transfers, only occur at

exceedingly high energies. Obviously, the implicit core electrons modeled

by the ECPs are excluded from participating in collision-induced electronic

excitations and ET reactions. Exhaustive comparisons of SLEND and

SLENDþECP simulations of benchmark systems (e.g., Hþ collisions with

HCl and CO2 molecules inter alia) have demonstrated that the use of ECPs

within SLEND does not significantly affect their reactivity (as measured by

product predictions), deflection angle functions Y(b), and ET probabilities

in collisions with energies up to about 100 keV.75 Those results finally justify

the use of SLENDþECP and SLEND/KSDFTþECP for the simulation of

many reactions in the above-mentioned energy regime. In light of this obser-

vation, theuseofSLENDþECPandSLEND/KSDFTþECP is found todra-

matically reduce the computational cost of a simulation with minimal

degradation of accuracy, thus allowing for the accurate treatment of large sys-

tems. Some of the first ever simulations with SLENDþECP are presented in

Section 5; they concern the SN2 reaction CH3BrþF�!CH3FþBr� at

ELab¼20eV and the reactionHþþ (H2O)4 atELab¼1keV that is a prototype

for the water radiolysis in proton cancer therapy.

2.4. Dynamical properties calculations
Regardless of the implementation being used (SLEND, SLEND/KSDFT,

SLENDþECP, SLEND/KSDFTþECP), SLEND simulations of chemical

reactions can yield various dynamical properties. The latter include rota-

tional and vibrational energy transfers, vibrationally resolved projectile

energy loss spectra, rotational and vibrational state-to-state DCSs, rotational

and vibrational state-to-state integral cross sections (ICSs), total ET DCSs,

and total ET ICSs, inter alia. Those calculated properties can be compared

with available experimental results, thus allowing opportunities to test the

accuracy of SLEND. Many available experiments measuring the above-

mentioned dynamical properties involve intermediate- and high-energy
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reactions (collisions) between an atomic cation Iq, q	þ1, (the moving

projectile) with a molecule M (the initially stationary target) in its ground

state:

IqþM niD¼ 0
� ! Iq

0 þMq00 nfD¼ 0,1,2 . . .
� 

; q¼ q0 þ q00 ð3:24Þ

where nD
i (nD

f ) is the initial (final) quantum number for an internal degree-

of-freedom D, D¼ rotational, vibrational, and/or electronic, and nD
i ¼0

denotes symbolically the ground state of M at initial time. In most experi-

ments, Iq¼Hþ. The key dynamical properties in those reactions are

state-to-state and/or total DCSs from which many other properties can

be calculated immediately. Since all SLEND implementations feature a

classical nuclear dynamics, SLEND relies on established semi-classical

approximations76,77 for the nuclear degrees of freedom in order to calculate

state-to-state DCSs.31 For many scattering situations in the reactions of

Eq. (3.24), the state-to-state DCS in the center-of-mass (CM) frame for

the transition nD
i ¼0!nD

f ,
ds yCMð Þni

D
¼0!nf

D

dO
, is obtained from the applica-

tion of the stationary phase approximation to the DCS partial wave

expression yielding76,77:

ds yCMð ÞniD¼0!nfD

dO
¼
XN
m¼1

fm yCMð Þ
�����

�����
2

¼
XN
m¼1

b1=2
m AniD¼0!nfD

bmð Þ

sin1=2 yCM bmð Þ½ � dYCM bð Þ
db

�����
�����
1=2

b¼bm

exp id bmð Þ½ �

������������

������������

2

ð3:25Þ

where b is the projectile’s impact parameter, yCM, 0
�yCM�180
, is the
projectile’s scattering angle, YCM(b) is the projectile’s deflection function

(|YCM(b)|¼yCM in all the reactions discussed in Section 5), fm(yCM) is a scat-
tering amplitude, d(b) is the phase shift obtained through dd(b)/db¼
(k/2)YCM(b), where k is the collision wave number, and Ani

D
¼0!nf

D
bð Þ is

the probability amplitude for the nD
i ¼0!nD

f target’s transition. The sum

inm in Eq. (3.25) is over theN branches ofYCM(b) contributing to the same

yCM (i.e., theN projectile’s classical trajectories ending up into the scattering

direction yCM). At most, N¼3 with one repulsive and two attractive
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branches (trajectories) in all the cases discussed in Section 5. Equation (3.25)

refers to the scattering of projectiles Iq startingwith varying impact parameters

b, b	0, and colliding with a target M at a particular initial orientation. The

final reported DCS is an average over all the initial orientations ofM. Equa-

tion (3.25) is expressed in the center-of-mass (CM) frame and requires trans-

forming SLEND variables from their original laboratory frame into the CM

frame. The final reportedDCS is transformed back into the laboratory frame.

YCM(b),
dYCM bð Þ

db
, bm, and d(bm) in Eq. (3.25) are obtained directly from the

SLEND classical nuclear trajectories. For state-to-state, nD
i ¼0!nD

f , DCSs

with D¼ rotational and vibrational, Ani
D
¼0!nf

D
bð Þ is obtained by applying

the rotational and vibrational CSQRP22 to the final classical nuclear state of

M. Such a quantum reconstruction procedure from classical mechanics is

explained in detail in Section 3. For a total ET, nD
i ¼0!AllnD

f , DCS with

D¼electronic, AniD¼0!AllnfD
bð Þ is obtained by projecting the final electronic

wavefunction |Ce(tf)i¼|z(tf);R(tf)i into HF (SLEND) or KSDFT

(SLEND/KSDFT) states corresponding to projectile-target electron transfers

at the final nuclear configuration R(tf).
24,78 Unlike the CSQRP, this projec-

tion involves no quantum reconstruction from classical mechanics; it is a

standard projection operation involving quantum entities: the final electronic

wavefunction projected onto final quantum states. This projection is per-

formed with the auxiliary code Resolve associated to our SLEND codes.

Some details of this projection operation and Resolve are given in Sections

3 and 4, respectively.

The DCS equation (3.25) clearly suffers from nonphysical singularities

when yCM¼|YCM(bG)|¼0
 or 180∘, the forward and backward glory scat-
tering angles, and when dYCM(bR)/db¼0, which occurs at the rainbow scat-

tering angles yCMR¼|YCM(bR)| corresponding to the critical points of

YCM(b) at bR. Those unphysical singularities not observed in experiments

arise in Eq. (3.25) because its underlying stationary phase approximation is

inapplicable under the described situations. For instance, that approximation

assumes that the branches (trajectories) contributing to the sum of Eq. (3.25)

are well separated; however, at rainbow scattering angles yCM R, two or more

branches (trajectories) coalesce rendering the stationary phase approximation

useless. More sophisticated semi-classical methods are available to correctly

treat situations exhibiting the above singularities76,77 and all of them can find

fruitful applications with SLEND. For the reactions discussed in Section 5,

only one type of singularity is of concern: a rainbow singularity arising from

the coalescence of the two attractive branches (trajectories) present in their
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typical YCM(b) (their third repulsive branch remains somewhat separated).

That situation can be correctly treated by a proper combination of the uniform

and transitional Airy approximations.76,77 In that approach, the two scattering

amplitudes in Eq. (3.25) corresponding to the two attractive coalescing trajec-

tories, say f2(yCM) and f3(yCM), are replaced with a single scattering amplitude,

f23(yCM), obtained from the uniform Airy approximation if yCM<yCMR:

f23 yCMð Þ¼ p1=2 exp i A23� 1

4
p

� �h i
Bþx

1=4
23 Ai �x23ð Þ� iB�x

�1=4
23 Ai0 �x23ð Þ

h i
ð3:26Þ

and from the transitional Airy approximation if yCM	yCM R:

f23 yCMð Þ¼ 2pbR
k sin yCMð Þ
� �1=2 exp i 2d bRð Þ�kbRyCM� 1

4p
� �� �

qRj j1=3
Ai

yCM�yCMR

qRj j1=3

 !
ð3:27Þ

where Ai and Ai0 are the Airy function and its first derivative, qR¼ (1/2k2)

|d2YCM(bR)/db
2|, B�¼|f2(yCM)|�|f3(yCM)|, A23¼ (1/2)[2d(b3)þ

2d(b2)� (b3þb2)yCM], and x23¼{(3/4)[2d(b3)�2d(b2)�k(b3�b2)yCM]}
2/3.

The use of the two Airy approximations results in the replacement of the rain-

bow singularity at yCM R by a bounded rainbow peak, which achieves maxi-

mum value at a scattering angle yCM R
Airy that is slightly lower than the

classical-mechanics yCM R and is in better agreement with experiments. The

discussed approach to calculate DCSs in the SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT

framework has been employed to obtain the vibrational state-to-state DCSs

and total ET DCSs presented in Section 5.

Having obtained suitable expressions to calculate DCSs, other properties

follow from the latter. For instance, state-to-state ICSs, sniD¼0!nfD
, are

obtained by integrating their DCS counterparts in Eq. (3.25) over the solid

angle O. The resulting expression is:

sni
D
¼0!nf

D
¼ 2p

ð1
0

b Ani
D
¼0!nf

D
bð Þ

��� ���2db: ð3:28Þ

Total ICSs have the same expression in Eq. (3.28) butwith the probability

AniD¼0!nfD
bð Þ

��� ���2 substituted for a total probability for a given process (e.g. the
total target-to-projectile one-electron ET probability). The final reported

ICSs are averages over all the target orientations. Vibrational state-to-state

ICSs were calculated with SLEND for HþþH2(vi¼0)!
HþþH2(vi¼0�6) at ELab¼30eV,23 while total ET ICS were calculated

with SLEND for HþþM!HþMþ at ELab¼30eV with M¼H2,
24
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CH4,
27 and C2H2.

30 All those calculated ICS compared well with available

experimental results. Finally, the average vibrational energy transferred to

the target M, hEVib(y)i, from an initial target orientation is given in the lab-

oratory frame as (cf. Refs. 23,24,27):

DEVib yð Þh i¼

XN

i¼m
ds yð Þ
dO

	 

m

DEm
Vib yð ÞXN

m¼i
ds yð Þ
dO

	 

m

¼

XN

m¼1
ds yð Þ
dO

	 

m

DEm
Vib yð Þ

ds yð ÞTotal
dO

ð3:29Þ

where DEVib
m (y) is the vibrational energy transferred to the target M in the

branch (trajectory) m, and
ds yð Þ
dO

h i
m
¼ fm yð Þj j2 with AniD¼0!nfD

bð Þ¼ 1 (i.e.,

ds yð Þ
dO

h i
m
is the total classical DCS of branch m, cf. Eq. 3.25). The final

reported hEVib(y)i is an average over all the target orientations. Some exam-

ples of SLEND-calculated hEVib(y)i are discussed in Section 5.

3. THE CS STRUCTURE OF SLEND AND SLEND/KSDFT

3.1. END and the CS theory
In this section, we review our latest CS developments for SLEND and

SLEND/KSDFT. For sake of brevity, whenever we refer to SLEND alone

in Section 3, we actually mean both SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT as both

methods share the same CS structure. As discussed in Section 1, each 1D

Gaussian frozen wave packet |Ri,Pii of the SLEND nuclear wavefunction

|CNi¼|R,Pi, Eq. (3.9), and the whole SLEND electronic wavefunction

|Cei¼|z;Ri, Eq. (3.10), are two examples of CSs: each |Ri,Pii is a member

of the canonical CS set16,17 and |z;Ri is a member of theThouless CS set.15,16

As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, the continuous parameters defining those

CSs,Ri and Pi in |Ri,Pii and z in |z;Ri, are convenient parameters for TDVP

treatments that produce dynamical equations free of numerical deficiencies in

the time integration.However, a meticulous study of the vast corpus of theCS

theory16 reveals that the canonical and Thouless CS sets are by no means the

only types of CS sets known and that the use of the various CS sets should not

be limited to furnish convenient TDVP parameterizations. For instance,
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having an END realization with nuclear classical and electronic quantum

descriptions (e.g., SLEND, SLEND/KSDFT, MCCASEND39), different

types of CS sets assuming various roles can be associated with the nuclear

and electronic degrees of freedom of the END total wavefunction as shown

in Fig. 3.1 (cf. Ref. 22). For instance, the canonical CS set,16 which is

associated with the harmonic oscillator, and several types of Morse CS

sets,79–83 which are associated with the anharmonic Morse oscillator, can

be associated with the nuclear vibrational motions of a system.22–25 Likewise,

a rotational CS set22,26 can be associated with the nuclear rotational motion of

a system. Those nuclear CS sets constitute the foundation of the previously

discussed CSQRP,22 which recovers quantum probability amplitudes for

rotational and vibrational excitations from the nuclear classical dynamics.

While the original 1D Gaussian frozen wave packets of |CNi¼|R,Pi
certainly possess quantum features, these features completely fade out when

the zero-width limit is applied to those wave packets and a nuclear classical

dynamics is obtained. Fortunately, the aforesaid harmonic vibrational and

rotational CS sets exhibit the remarkable property of quasi-classical dynamical

behavior, exactly in the former and approximately in the latter.22,56 That

property essentially means that the quantum dynamics of some CS averages

(average position, average momentum, average angular momentum, etc.) is

identical or very close to the classical dynamics of their classical counterparts

(classical position, classical momentum, classical angular momentum, etc.) for

the same system. Therefore, at any time during a simulation with an END

version featuring nuclear classical dynamics, it is possible to construct

vibrational and rotational CS so that the dynamics of their property averages

match exactly or very closely the dynamics of their classical counterparts from

the END simulation.22 Thesematched quasi-classical CSs reconstruct some of

the quantum features vanished by the zero-width limit applied to the 1D

Gaussian frozen wave packets. Having constructed those CSs, the calculation

of probability amplitudes for vibrational and rotational excitations with those

quantum states follows standard quantum-mechanics prescriptions.22 In this

way, the simulation of the nuclear dynamics can be performed with classical

mechanics at a very low computational cost, while the feasible CSQRP can be

applied at the (usually few) times when quantum properties should be known.

For instance, for the calculation of the vibrational and rotational state-to-state

DCSs and ICSs discussed in Section 2.4, the CSQRP should be only applied

at the initial and final times, ti and tf, of a simulation to obtain the resolution of

the vibrational and the rotational parts of |CN(tk)i¼|R(tk),P(tk)i, k¼ i, f,

into the initial and final vibrational and rotational eigenstates.22 However,
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not only the vibrational and rotational parts of the nuclear wavefunction are

related to CSs but also the complete electronic wavefunction of some END

realizations are electronic CSs themselves (cf. Fig. 3.1).22 In that regard, the

electronic wavefunctions of SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT are Thouless

CSs, and the electronic wavefunction of MCCASEND39 is a MC version

of a vector CS.84 Unlike the aforesaid nuclear CSs, these electronic CSs

are by no means quasi-classical because they are supposed to provide conve-

niently parameterized electronic quantum descriptions along the lines of the

HF, KSDFT, and MCCAS quantum methods, respectively. Therefore, from

those electronic CSs (wavefunctions), quantum probability amplitudes for

electronic excitations and electron transfers are obtained directly and without

any quantum reconstruction by projecting those CSs into appropriate elec-

tronic states. However, in the context of hybrid quantum/classical (Q/C)

methods,85–89 classical electronic descriptions are routinely adopted for the

peripheral region of very large systems as a way to reduce computational cost.

In some Q/C methods, that classical electronic description entails classical-

electrostatic charges in lieu of charges obtained from quantum wavefunctions

and/or quantum electron densities. For instance, the charge-equilibration

(CE) model90,91 represents the atoms in a molecule as a set of fluctuating

charges interacting in a classical-electrostatics fashion. The CE energy is a

second-order polynomial in the CE charges having as coefficients the atomic

electronegativities,67 atomic hardnesses,67 and Coulomb interactions. The

optimal CE charges and energy are obtained by minimizing the CE energy

with respect to the CE charges,90,91 a procedure equivalent to applying

Sanderson’s principle of electronegativity equalization.67 In that CE context,

the construction of a novel quasi-classical electronic CS set based on a

quantum valence bond (VB)38 model has been suggested.51 This VBCS gives

rise to a generalized CE model that can properly describe electron transfers at

bond dissociations,51 a process that the standard CE model describes quite

inaccurately. Furthermore, this quasi-classical VB CS set is a link between

a quantum electronic description in terms of the VB theory and a classical-

electrostatics description in terms of the generalizedCEmodel. However, this

Q/C relationship runs in the opposite direction of that of the nuclear

CSQRP. That is, with the electronic VB CS, no quantum effects are

recovered from a classical description but, conversely, the classical-

electrostatics-generalized CE model is obtained from a quantum VB model

rigorously. The novel VB CS set is currently under development in our

research and will play a key role in incorporating the generalized CE model

into Q/C END realizations. In summary, the combined use of all the
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CSs associated with END total wavefunctions (Fig. 3.1) provides a convenient

way to parameterize the END dynamics in the TDVP framework and fur-

nishes accurate and feasible tools to calculate dynamical properties resolved

into vibrational, rotational, and electronic (eigen)states.22

3.2. Rigorous definition of CS sets and their construction
While a conceptual definition of CS sets was given in Section 1, at this point,

it becomes necessary to give a rigorous and formal definition of the CS sets.

According to Klauder’s initial definition,16 CSs {|zii} are states in a Hilbert

space that satisfy two properties:

• Property 1 (P1): Continuity,16 the states {|zii} are continuous with

respect to a set of parameters {zi}.
• Property 2 (P2): Resolution of unity,16 the states {|zii} attain resolu-

tion of unity 1̂¼
ð
dm zið Þ zij i zih j with a positive measure dm(zi)>0.

Sometimes, P2 is relaxed to permit CS sets with measures taking positive

and negative values.26,83

CS sets admit both real and complex parameterizations, and we will switch

between those types of parameterizations whenever it is opportune. In the

case of the two primal CSs in SLEND, their more convenient parameteri-

zations for SLEND implementations are: each canonical CS |Ri(t),Pi(t)i in
Eq. (3.9) have real parameters {zi}¼{Ri,Pi},

16 while the Thouless CSs |z;

Ri in Eq. (3.10) have complex parameters {zi}¼{zph}.
16 However, it is

possible to parameterize the canonical CSs in terms of complex parameters

(cf. Eq. 3.37) and the Thouless CSs in terms of real parameters. The positive

measures dm(zi)>0 of the canonical and the Thouless CS sets are given in

Ref. 16. All the CS sets discussed herein satisfy property P1 and most of

them satisfy property P2.

Some authors, including Klauder himself,92 have included one or more

extra properties in the definitionofCS sets in addition to the primal properties

P1 and P2. Additional CS properties relevant to this investigation include:

• Property 3 (P3): Eigenstate–eigenvalue condition,16,56,93 the CSs

{|xii} with complex parameters {xi} are eigenstates of non-Hermitian

annihilation operators ai with complex eigenvalues xi, ai|xii∝xi|xii.
• Property 4 (P4): Minimum uncertainty relationship,94 the CSs {|xii}

satisfy the minimum uncertainty relationship: DXDP¼1/2, where DX
and DP are the CS standard deviations (“uncertainties”) for generalized

position and momentum, respectively.
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• Property 5 (P5): Temporal stability,92 when evolving with an associated

Hamiltonian Ĥ, the CSs {|gi(t)i} maintain their functional form through-

out time, with only its parameter(s) varying in time as follows:

gi tð Þj i¼ exp �itĤ� 
gij i¼ giþoitj i or gi tð Þj i¼ exp �itĤ� 

gij i¼ gioitj i,
where oi is a constant angular velocity.

• Property 6 (P6): Action identity,92 CSs {|J,gi} parameterized with real

action-angle54 variables J and g, J	0 and �1<g<þ1, satisfy a

general action identity relationship with an associated Hamiltonian Ĥ:

J ,gh jĤ J ,gj i¼ f Jð Þ, where f( J ) is a function of J alone. While various

types of functions f( J ) have been proposed,82,83,92 the ideal form is

f( J)¼oJ,92 where o is the angular velocity associated with g.
• Property7 (P7):Quasi-classical behavior in itsweak sense,22–24,33,34,56 the

average position R,Ph jX̂ R,Pj i ¼R andmomentum R,Ph jP̂x R,Pj i ¼P of

CSs |R,Pi with real parameters R and P evolve with an associated

Hamiltonian Ĥ as the position and momentum of its classical-mechanics

analogue with classical Hamiltonian H(R,P).

Properties P4–P7 aim at constructing CSs that evolve with an associated

Hamiltonian Ĥ as classically as possible within quantum mechanics. Prop-

erties P4–P7 collectively define the quasi-classical dynamical behavior

in its hard sense. The canonical CS satisfies all the additional CS properties

P3–P7, having the boson annihilation operators a and the 1D harmonic

oscillator Hamiltonian ĤHO as its associated annihilation operator (P3)

and associated Hamiltonian (P4–P7), respectively. The canonical CS sat-

isfies properties P4–P7 with ĤHO both under its exact dynamics from

the TD Schrödinger equation and under TDVP dynamics, both dynamics

being identical in this case. Perfect compliance with properties P4–P7 on

part of the canonical CS makes the latter the ideal CS for a CSQRP.

There exist several methods to construct CS sets for specific systems under

study. Those methods provide CS sets that at least satisfy the primary CS

property P1.16 Four of those CS methods are relevant for SLEND and are

therefore reviewed in the following paragraphs.

The predominant method to construct CS sets is the group-theoretical

approach.16 Detailed prescriptions to construct CS sets through group the-

ory have been presented by Perelomov95 and by Gilmore96 and have been

reviewed by Zhang.97 (Group-generated CSs were originally called “gen-

eralized” CSs because they were constructed as a generalization of the

canonical CS that historically was the first CS.17). A quantum-mechanical
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system may be defined by using a complete set of operators T̂ i

� �
that is

closed under the commutation relations:

T̂ i,T̂ j

� �¼X
k

Ck
ijT̂ k ð3:30Þ

where {Cij
k} are the structure coefficients.98 These commutation relations

define a Lie algebraA and its associated Lie groupG.98 The latter, in general,

contains elements ĥ that only affect the phase of a state |ci:

ĥ cj i ¼ ei’ hð Þ cj i ð3:31Þ

The set of all such elements, H¼ ĥ
� ��G, forms a subgroup of G. The

quotient group G/H is the set of all the left cosets of H in G. Each

x2G/H is an equivalence class of the elements of G, that is,

xf g¼ ĝH,ĝ2Gf g; the members of each x differ only by a phase factor.

Then, CSs can be constructed by using representative members from each

equivalence class, ĝ0. If T̂ ĝ0ð Þ is a unitary irreducible representation of ĝ0 in
the Hilbert space Vl and |c0i is an arbitrary reference state in Vl, then the

CSs cg0

��� En o
generated from the Lie group G are:

cg0

��� E
¼ T̂ ĝ0ð Þ c0j i ð3:32Þ

The reference state |c0i in Eq. (3.32) is chosen so as to generate states which
are closest to classical states, as described by Perelomov.95 For compact sim-

ple Lie groups, which are those that are important to SLEND, the ground or

“vacuum” state satisfies this condition. All the group-generated CS sets rel-

evant for this study have the same general form for T̂ ĝ0ð Þ: T̂ ĝ0ð Þ is the prod-
uct of a phase factor and a displacement operator. The arbitrary phase factor

is taken to be equal to one resulting in CSs given by

caj i ¼ D̂ að Þ c0j i ð3:33Þ
where D̂ að Þ is the displacement operator with a parameter a. The latter

becomes the parameter of the CS set. Group-generated CSs constructed

in this way are named displacement operator CSs (DOCSs). Group-

generated CS sets satisfy the primal CS properties P1 and P2 by

construction.16
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As an example of a group-generated DOCS set, let us examine the

canonical CS set associated with the 1D quantum harmonic oscillator.

The latter system is defined by boson creation and annihilation operators

â{,â
� �

with the commutation relations:

â,â{
� �¼ Î ; â,̂I

� �¼ â{ ,̂I
� �¼ 0 ð3:34Þ

where Î is the identity operator. Additionally, a number operator, n̂, can be

defined such as

n̂¼ â{â; n̂,â{
� �¼ â{; n̂,â½ � ¼�â; n̂,Î

� �¼ 0 ð3:35Þ
Equations (3.34) and (3.35) define the Heisenberg–Weyl Lie algebra and its

corresponding Heisenberg–Weyl Lie group H4.
97 The harmonic-oscillator

Hamiltonian ĤHO can be written in terms of the boson creation and anni-

hilation operators

ĤHO¼o â{âþ1

2

� �
ð3:36Þ

where o is the oscillator angular frequency. An appropriate reference state

for this system is the harmonic-oscillator ground state |0i. The set of oper-
ators that leave |0i invariant up to a phase factor is n̂,Î

� �
, which spans the

group U(1)⊗U(1). The displacement operator chosen from the coset space

H4/U(1)⊗U(1) has the form D̂ að Þ¼ exp aâ{�a�â
� 

, where a is a complex

parameter. Then, following Eq. (3.33), a canonical CS set |ai in terms of the

complex parameter a is:

aj i ¼ exp aâ{�a�â
� 

0j i

¼ exp �1

2
aj j2

 !
exp aâ{
� 

0j i

¼ exp �1

2
aj j2

 !X
n

anffiffiffiffi
n!

p nj i
ð3:37Þ

where the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH) formula97 has been used

from the first to the second lines and {|ni; n¼0,1,2, . . .} are the quantum
harmonic oscillator eigenstates. The last line of Eq. (3.37) gives the resolu-

tion of a canonical CS into the quantum harmonic oscillator eigenstates: a
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key relationship to perform the harmonic vibrational CSQRP. The boson

creation and annihilation operators {a{,a} can be expressed in terms of the

position and momentum operators X̂ and P̂

a{¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mo
2

r
X̂� iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2mo
p P̂; a¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mo
2

r
X̂þ iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2mo
p P̂ ð3:38Þ

where m is the oscillator mass. By using the expressions in Eq. (3.38) and by

projecting the canonicalCS |ai into position space, a closed-form expression

for that CS in terms of the real parameters X̂
� �

a and P̂
� �

a is obtained:
56

ca Xð Þ ¼ Xjah i
¼ Xj X̂� �

a P̂
� �

a

� �
¼ eiya

mo
p

 !1=4

exp � X� X̂
� �

a

2DXa

 !2

þ i P̂
� �

aX

" # ð3:39Þ

where X̂
� �

a and P̂
� �

a are the CS average position and average momenta,

eiya is a global phase term, and DXa¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=2mo

p
is the CS standard deviation

for the position. The relationship between the complex parameter a and the
real parameters X̂

� �
a and P̂

� �
a is

a¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mo
2

r
X̂
� �

aþ
iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mo

p P̂
� �

a ð3:40Þ

The canonical CSwavefunctionca(X) in Eq. (3.39) is a normalized 1DGauss-

ian frozen wave packet with position (center) X̂
� �

a, momentum P̂
� �

a, and

width DXa. ca xð Þ¼ X j X̂� �
a P̂
� �

a

� �
is identical (up to a normalization con-

stant and a global phase term) to any of the SLEND nuclear wave packets hXi|

Ri,Pii in Eq. (3.9) if one identifies X¼Xi, X̂
� �

a¼Ri, and P̂
� �

a¼Pi.

A second method to construct CS sets is the one proposed by Barut and

Girardello.93 These authors sought to construct CS sets that satisfy the CS

property P3 in addition to P1 and P2. Originally, this method was a gen-

eralization of the previous group-theoretical approach that would allow for

constructing CS sets for noncompact groups when the latter method was

unable to do so.93 However, Perelomov later extended the group-

theoretical method to any arbitrary group.95 Barut and Girardello’s original

work concerned a specific application to the SO(2,1) group;93 however, a

general presentation was given by Popov et al.99 For a set of Fock vectors
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{|n;li}, where n is a quantum number and l is a parameter, and a pair of

creation and annihilation operators â{,â
� �

defined by

â n;lj i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
en lð Þp

n�1;lj i
â{ n;lj i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

enþ1 lð Þp
nþ1;lj i, ð3:41Þ

where en(l) are some functions of l, Barut and Girardello define as CSs the

states {|z;li} that satisfy

â z;lj i¼ z z;lj i ð3:42Þ
where z is a complex parameter. In other words, the CSs {|z;li} satisfy the
CS property P3. The CSs {|z;li} can be expanded in the Fock vector basis

{|n;li}
â
X
n

cn,l zð Þ n;lj i¼ z
X
n

cn,l zð Þ n;lj i, ð3:43Þ

and the expansion coefficients cn,l(z) can be determined through the

orthonormalization conditions of the Fock vectors: hm;l|n;li¼dm,n.
The resulting recursion relation for the expansion coefficients is

cm,l zð Þ¼ c0,l zð Þ zmffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm lð Þp ð3:44Þ

where

rm lð Þ¼
Ym
i¼1

ei lð Þ ð3:45Þ

c0,l(z) is ultimately obtained through the normalization condition as

c0,l zð Þ¼
X
n

zj j2n
rn lð Þ

" #�1=2

: ð3:46Þ

The method of Barut and Girardello was independently generalized by

Nieto and Simmons to describe systems with unequal energy spacing.94

The Barut and Girardello CSs are named annihilation operator CSs

(AOCSs).

It is instructive to demonstrate that the canonical CS is not only a DOCS

from the group-theoretical method but also an AOCS from the Barut and

Girardello method. The boson annihilation operators of the harmonic oscil-

lator acts on the latter’s eigenstates as: a nj i ¼ ffiffiffi
n

p
n�1j i. Comparison with

Eq. (3.41) shows that for the harmonic oscillator en(l)¼n. Applying these
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last results to Eqs. (3.42)–(3.46) and replacing the parameter z with the

parameter a yields for the CS |z;li¼|ai:

rm lð Þ¼m!; c0,l að Þ¼
X
n

aj j2n
n!

" #�1=2

¼ exp �1

2
aj j2

� �
ð3:47Þ

so that

z;lj i ¼ aj i¼ exp �1

2
aj j2

� �X
n

anffiffiffiffi
n!

p nj i ð3:48Þ

that is exactly the canonical CS obtained from the group-theoretic method,

Eq. (3.37).

A third method to construct CS sets is the one proposed by Nieto and

Simmons.81,94,100–102 These authors sought to construct CS sets that pur-

posely satisfy propertyP4.94 Theirmethod starts by casting the classicalHam-

iltonian of a system in a harmonic oscillator formby introducing a generalized

position Xc and a mass-weighted generalized velocity Pc¼m _Xc.
81,94,100–102

Notice that in generalXc andPc are not a pair of conjugate canonical variables.

Then, generalized quantum operators are derived from those classical vari-

ables as X̂ Xc and P̂X  1

2

d

dx
Xc

� �
p̂xþp̂x

d

dx
Xc

� �	 

, where x is the usual

position and p̂x¼�id=dx the usual quantum momentum operator.94 It is

well-known that for any two quantum operators Â and B̂, there exists an

uncertainty inequality DADB¼ DÂ
� �

DB̂
� �	 1

2
Ĝ
� �

, where iĜ¼ Â,B̂
� �

.103

Then, Nieto and Simmons provided a prescription to construct minimum

uncertaintyCSs (MUCSs) that saturate theuncertainty inequality for the gen-

eralized quantum operators X̂ and P̂X with the restriction that theMUCS set

must contain the ground state of the system as a special case. TheMUCSs sat-

isfy the CS property P1 as well as property P4. Nieto has provided a further

comprehensive study of different MUCS sets derived for various bound and

unbound model potentials.81,100–102

It is easy to demonstrate that the canonical CS is also a MUCS. With the

canonical CS, the generalized operators X̂c and P̂c are just the standard posi-

tion and momentum operators x̂ and p̂x; therefore, the MUCS minimum

uncertainty relationship for X̂c and P̂c should involve the operators x̂ and

p̂x in this case. Having the expression of the canonical CS

aj i ¼ X̂
� �

a P̂
� �

a

�� �
from Eq. (3.39), it is straightforward to find that its stan-

dard deviations for the position and momentum, DXa and DPa, are
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DXa¼ 1

2mo

� �1=2

; DPa¼ mo
2

� �1=2

, ð3:49Þ

so that the uncertainty inequality is indeed minimized for X̂ and P̂ (the CS

property P4)

DXaDPa¼ 1

2
: ð3:50Þ

The latter proves that a canonical CS set is also a MUCS with respect to the

operators x̂ and p̂x.

The fourth and last method to construct CSs that will be reviewed herein

is the one proposed by Gazeau and Klauder.92 These authors sought to con-

struct CS sets that satisfy the primary CS properties P1 and P2 as well as the

additional properties P5 and P6.92 These last two properties impart a partial

quasi-classical character to their CSs. The construction of Gazeau–Klauder

CSs (GKCSs) {|zi} starts with the general expression of the AOCS:

zj i ¼N jzj2� X
n	0

znffiffiffiffiffi
rn

p nj i ð3:51Þ

where z is a general complex parameter, N(|z|2) is a normalization con-

stant, rn are the moments of a probability distribution, and {|ni} are the

eigenstates of the system under study. To impose temporal stability

(CS property P5), a phase factor e�igen is added in Eq. (3.51) to capture

the entire orbit in the complex manifold:92

z,gj i ¼N jzj2� X
n	0

znffiffiffiffiffi
rn

p e�igen nj i ð3:52Þ

where en is the dimensionless reduced energy eigenvalue of the eigenstate

|ni, with the ground-state reduced energy eigenvalue shifted to e0¼0,

and g,�1�g�þ1, is a real parameter. Due to this included phase factor,

the complex parameter z can, with no loss of generality, be replaced with the

real parameter J¼|z|2	0 yielding92

J ,gj i¼N Jð Þ
X
n	0

Jn=2ffiffiffiffiffi
rn

p e�igen nj i ð3:53Þ

The GKCS’s real parameters J and g, J	0 and�1<g<þ1, are conceived

as action-angle variables.54 Equation (3.53) defines GKCSs {|J,gi} so far
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satisfying theCS propertiesP1,P2, andP5. The specific form of these GKCSs

is determined by a particular choice of rn. Requiring that the GKCSs {|J,gi}
also satisfy action identity in its ideal form (CS property P6),

J ,gh jĤ J ,gj i¼ f Jð Þ¼oJ defines rn uniquely as92:

r0¼ 1; rn¼
Yn	1
i¼1

ei ð3:54Þ

As mentioned previously, alternative forms of f( J) have been

proposed.82,83,92

As with theMUCSs, it is easy to demonstrate that a canonical CS is also a

GKCS with f(J) in is ideal form. The harmonic oscillator eigenstates {|ni}
redefined for the above reduced energy eigenvalues satisfy ĤHO nj i ¼on nj i.
Therefore, en¼n and the GKCSs {|J,gi} in Eq. (3.53) become:

J ,gj i ¼N Jð Þ
X
n	0

Jn=2e�ingffiffiffiffi
n!

p nj i: ð3:55Þ

By setting a¼ J1/2e�ig, the GKCSs {|J,gi} in Eq. (3.55) become the usual

canonical CSs in Eq. (3.48).

With the exception of the vector CS sets,84 all the CS sets relevant for

the END theory can be constructed by at least one of the four

methods reviewed herein. (The canonical CS set is exceptional because it

can be equally constructed with any of the four discussed methods.)

Having reviewed the construction of CS sets in general, attention will be

shifted on the forms, properties, and uses of the specific CS sets relevant

for END.

3.3. Nuclear vibrational CS for the vibrational CSQRP
To formulate a CSQRP in SLEND, vibrational and rotational CSs should

be associated with the vibrational and rotational parts of the SLEND

nuclear wavefunction |CNi, Eq. (3.9), that underlie the SLEND classical

dynamics before the application of the zero-width limit to the wave

packets in |CNi (cf. Fig. 3.1). Ideally, the best-suited CSs for that task

would be vibrational and rotational CSs rigorously satisfying the quasi-

classical properties P4–P7 with the corresponding vibrational and rota-

tional Hamiltonians. As will be seen soon, that ideal is not always reached

but good approximations to it are available. Thus, at least five types of

vibrational CSs (the canonical CS16 associated with the harmonic
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oscillator and four Morse CSs79–83 associated with the anharmonic Morse

oscillator) and one type of rotational CS26 can be properly utilized in the

nuclear CSQRP. Those vibrational CSs will be discussed in detail in this

section, while the rotational CS will be explained in the following one.

However, before discussing them, it is important to determine two

things: (1) how the nuclear SLEND wavefunction |CNi, Eq. (3.9),

can be partitioned into translational, vibrational, and rotational parts

and (2) how the last two parts can be associated with appropriate CSs.

These two questions are answered by the rigorous derivation of the

nuclear CSQRP from |CNi given below. The mentioned partition of

|CNi into degree-of-freedom factors and their subsequent association

with CSs must be elucidated despite the fact that the 1D Gaussian frozen

wave packets that make up |CNi, Eq. (3.9), are canonical CSs in them-

selves. This is so because the wave packets in Eq. (3.9) represent the indi-

vidual motions of the interacting nuclei without explicitly expressing the

vibrational and rotational collective motions of those particles. Further-

more, those wave packets are naturally fit for vibrational descriptions

but not for rotational ones.

A rigorous derivation of the nuclear CSQRP from the SLEND nuclear

wavefunction |CN
ABi for an isolated diatomic molecule AB was presented in

Ref. 26 and is outlined herein. In the context of the ion–molecule reactions

IqþM niD
� ! Iq

0 þMq00 nfD
� 

, Eq. (3.24), discussed in Section 2.4, that iso-

lated diatomic molecule AB can be the pre(post)-collision target M(nD
i )

Mq00 nfD
� � �

, well separated from the incoming(outgoing) projectile Iq (Iq
0
),

to which the CSQRP is applied at initial (final) time to obtain vibrational

and rotational state-to-state dynamical properties. The derivation of the

nuclear CSQRP for that diatomic molecule AB starts with its SLEND total

wavefunction |CTotal
AB i¼|Ce

ABi|CN
ABi. By switching into CM and internal

coordinates and by assuming rotational–vibrational decoupling and the rigid-

rotor approximation,104,105 the nuclear wavefunction |CN
ABi can be factored

into translational |CTrans
AB i, rotational |CRot

AB i, and vibrational |CVib
ABi

wavefunctions: |CN
ABi¼|CTrans

AB i|CRot
AB i|CVib

ABi.22,26 |CTrans
AB i is a 3D wave

packet centered on the AB CM and describes the translational motion of

AB.22,26 |CRot
AB i is a wavefunction that describes the rotational motion of

AB. As revealed by its explicit expression in Ref. 26, |CRot
AB i is not an

expected rotational CS, but it can be approximated with a rotational CS as

explained in Ref. 26 itself (see also Section 3.5). Finally, |CVib
ABi is exactly

a canonical CS describing the vibrational motion of AB:22,26 |CVib
ABi¼|ai,
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Eq. (3.37). Along with the factorization of |CN
ABi, the SLEND total energy

ETotal
AB becomes ETotal

AB ¼ETrans
AB þEVib

ABþERot
AB þEe

ABEq., where ETrans
AB , ERot

AB ,

and EVib
AB are the classical energies associated with those degrees of freedom,

and Ee
ABEq. is the electronic energy including nuclear repulsion at the AB

equilibrium bond distance RAB
Eq., Ee

ABEq.¼Ee
AB(RAB

Eq.).22,26 If AB is assumed

harmonic, EVib
AB can be approximated as EVib

AB¼ (1/2mAB)PAB
2 þVHO(RAB),

with VHO(RAB)¼ (mABoAB
2 /2)(RAB�RAB

Eq.)2¼Ee
AB(RAB)�Ee

ABEq., where

RAB is the classical vibrational coordinate (A�B separation), PAB the classical

vibrational momentum,mAB the reducedmass, andoAB the angular frequency

of AB. Under the harmonic approximation, the canonical CS |CVib
ABi¼|ai

will quasi-classically evolve exactly as the classical harmonic oscillator analogue

of AB (CS property P7, cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2). In an actual SLEND simu-

lation, the zero-width limit is applied to the nuclear wave packets of |CN
ABi.

That makes thosewave packets shrink intoDirac delta functions that represent

the nuclei A and B as point particles obeying classical mechanics. However,

at any time of the SLEND simulation, it is possible to construct the canonical

CS |CVib
ABi¼|ai thatmatches the SLENDclassical harmonic vibration of AB.

With the constructed |CVib
ABi¼|ai, it is possible to calculate the probability of

finding the molecule AB in its vibrational eigenstate |niAB via the resolution

of the canonical CS |CVib
ABi¼|ai into the harmonic oscillator eigenstates

{|ni}, Eq. (3.37). Use of that expression requires finding the value of the

parameter a of the |CVib
ABi¼|ai matching the SLEND classical vibrational

dynamics of AB. From the SLEND simulation data, the values of the classical

variables:RAB, PAB, EVib
AB, andoAB can be easily obtained.RAB, PAB, andoAB

provide the value of a via Eq. (3.40) along with the identifications:

RAB¼ X̂
� �

a, PAB¼ P̂
� �

a, oAB¼o, and mAB¼m. In addition, it is easy to

prove from Eq. (3.40) that

EAB
Vib¼oAB aj j2

¼ 1

2mAB

P2
ABþ

1

2
mABo2

ABR
2
AB

ð3:56Þ

Notice thatoAB|a|
2 is the classical part Ecl, Ecl¼oAB|a|

2, of the canonical

CS energy since ah jĤHO aj i¼oAB aj j2þoAB=2.56 Therefore, the canonical
CSQRP probability amplitude An

CCS and probability Pn
CCS¼|An

CCS|2 of

finding the molecule AB in its vibrational eigenstate |niAB from the SLEND

variables RAB, PAB, EVib
AB, and oAB are:
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ACCS
n ðRAB,PABÞ¼ exp � EVib

AB

2oAB

 !
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mABoAB

2

s
RABþ iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2mABoAB

p PAB

24 35n

ffiffiffiffi
n!

p ;

PCCS
n

EVib
AB

oAB

 !
¼ exp �EVib

AB

oAB

 ! EVib
AB

oAB

 !n

n!
:

ð3:57Þ

Pn
CCS(EAB

Vib/oAB) is a Poisson distribution function in terms of the variable

EAB
Vib/oAB. Notice that when RAB¼PAB¼0 at all times, EAB

Vib¼0 and

An
CCS¼Pn

CCS¼d0n. The latter implies that a SLEND-simulated molecule

AB in its vibrational ground eigenstate |n¼0iAB must have a null classical

vibrational energy EAB
Vib. For the ion–molecule reactions, IqþM niD¼ 0

� !
Iq
0 þMq00 discussed in Section 2.4with a targetM¼AB, the described canon-

ical CSQRP procedure is applied to M¼AB at initial and final times to

obtain vibrational state-to-state properties. These reactions start with

the target in its vibrational ground eigenstate: nVib
i ¼0)|n¼0iAB.

Therefore, the SLEND simulations of these reactions should start with

the target AB having EAB
Vib¼0 so that ACCS

ni
Vib
¼0¼PCCS

ni
Vib
¼0¼ 1 (cf. Eq. 3.57).

From that initial eigenstate, the probability amplitudes Ani
D
¼0!nf

D
for the

nVib
i ¼0!nVib

f ¼0,1,2, . . . transitions AniD¼0!nfD
become AniD¼0!nfD

¼ACCS
nfD

(cf. Eq. 3.57). The obtained probability amplitudes Ani
D
¼0!nf

D
are subse-

quently used in the calculation of vibrational state-to-state DCSs and ICSs

according to Eqs. (3.25) and (3.28), respectively. Similarly, the final probabil-

ities PCCS
nf
D

¼ ACCS
nf
D

��� ���2 are used in the calculation of the projectile Iq energy loss
spectra (cf. Section 5 and Refs. 25,33).

The explained canonical CSQRP to obtain vibrational state-to-state

properties was applied for the first time to SLEND simulations of

HþþH2(vi¼0)!HþþH2(vf) at ELab¼30eV, rendering vibrational

state-to-state ICSs for 0�vf�623 and vibrational state-to-state DCSs for

0�vf�524 in very good agreement with experimental results.106 The

HþþH2 SLEND ICSs23 compared well with their theoretical counterparts
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obtained with the IOS107 approximation and did better than ICSs from

QCT dynamics calculations.106 Furthermore, the HþþH2 SLENDDCSs24

matched the experimental data106 much better than their IOS107 and

QCT106 counterparts. (The nondirect-dynamics IOS and QCT methods

employed diatomics-in-molecules PESs;106,107 notice that the IOS approx-

imation features a quantum nuclear treatment unlike SLEND and QCT.)

More recently, the canonical CSQRP has been applied to SLEND simula-

tion of HþþN2(vi¼0)!HþþN2(vf¼0�1),33 HþþCO(vi¼0)!
HþþCO(vf¼0�2)34 and HþþNO(vi¼0)!HþþNO(vf¼0�2)25 all

at ELab¼30eV, rendering various vibrational state-to-state properties in

good agreement with experimental results.108 Some of those calculated

properties are discussed in Section 5.

The rigorous derivation of the nuclear CSQRP from the SLEND

nuclear wavefunction |CNi for an isolated diatomic molecule AB can be

easily generalized for the case of an isolated polyatomic molecule P with

nnm normal modes of vibration. In this case, the nuclear wavefunction |CN
P i

can be factored into translational |CTrans
P i, rotational |CRot

P i, and vibra-

tional |CVib
P i wavefunctions: |CN

P i¼|CTrans
P i|CRot

P i|CVib
P i that are anal-

ogous to their AB counterparts. In particular, |CVib
P i is the product of nnm

canonical CSs, one for each normal mode of vibration in the molecule P.

Therefore, the previously described canonical CSQRP applied to the single

normal mode of vibration in AB can be applied similarly to each normal

mode of vibration in M. Recently, we have completed the first ever appli-

cation of the canonical CSQRP to a scattering system containing a poly-

atomic target M: HþþCO2(v1
i v2

i v3
i ¼000)!HþþCO2(v1

f v2
f v3

f ) at

ELab¼29.5eV.109 Canonical CSQRP proton energy loss spectra of that

scattering system are discussed in Section 5.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the canonical CS is constructed for the har-

monic potential, satisfying the CS property P7 (quasi-classical behavior in

the weak sense) when evolving with the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian

ĤHO. Therefore, a CSQRP based on the canonical CS is best suited for

molecular vibrations that can be described adequately within the harmonic

approximation. However, in many cases, the harmonic potential poorly

describes molecular vibrations and should be substituted for more accurate

potentials that include anharmonic effects. The simplest anharmonic poten-

tial is the well-known Morse potential. While certainly not being the most

accurate anharmonic potential, the Morse potential constitutes a dramatic

improvement over its harmonic counterpart and will be adopted to describe

vibrational motions hereafter. Once the harmonic potential is substituted for

the Morse one, the canonical CS becomes inappropriate to describe
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molecular vibrations and should be substituted for a CS associated with the

Morse potential. For instance, for the above example with an isolated

diatomic molecule AB, if the harmonic potential VHO(RAB)¼ (mABoAB
2 /2)

(RAB�RAB
Eq.)2 is inadequate to describe its SLEND vibrational motions, it

can be substituted for the more accurate Morse potential VMorse(RAB)¼
DAB

Eq.{1�exp[aAB(RAB�RAB
Eq.)]}2 with parameters: aAB>0, DAB

Eq.>0 (disso-

ciation energy from the potential well minimum), andRAB
Eq. (AB equilibrium

bond distance). Under that condition, EAB
Vib¼ 1

2mAB
P2
ABþVMorse RABð Þ,

VMorse(RAB)¼Ee
AB(RAB)�Ee

ABEq., and |CVib
ABi should be expressed as a

CS associated with the Morse Hamiltonian ĤMorse. As mentioned previ-

ously, there are at least four types of Morse CS sets79–83 and three of them

have been utilized with the vibrational CSQRP applied to SLEND results25:

the SU(1,1)79 and SU(2)80 Morse CS and the Morse GKCS.82,83 A concise

discussion of these Morse CSs relevant for SLEND is presented in the fol-

lowing paragraphs. Further details are provided in the cited references.

As their names indicate, the SU(1,1) and SU(2) Morse CSs are DOCSs

constructed through the group-theoretical approach.95 For a Morse poten-

tial defined asVMorse(x)¼D(e�2ax�2e�ax), a set of operators can be defined
so that they produce the spectrum-generating algebra of the Morse

potential79:

Ĵ0
Ĵ1

)
¼ 1

a2h xð Þ p2�2mE
� �1

4
h xð Þ,

Ĵ2¼
i

ax
ixpþ1ð Þ� i

2
ð3:58Þ

where

h xð Þ¼ 8mDð Þ1=2

a
e�ax: ð3:59Þ

These operators satisfy the commutation relations:

Ĵ1,Ĵ2
� �¼�iĴ0; Ĵ2,Ĵ0

� �¼ iĴ1; Ĵ0,Ĵ1
� �¼ iĴ2 ð3:60Þ

and are therefore the generators of the SU(1,1) Lie algebra. Here, the Morse

eigenstates {|n,kiMorse} are labeled with the vibrational quantum number

n¼0,1,2, . . . and the Bargmann index k.79 Then, taking the Morse ground

eigenstate |0,kiMorse as a reference state, SU(1,1)Morse CSs {|x,kiSU(1,1)MCS}

are constructed using the displacement operator with creation and annihi-

lation operators Ĵ� ¼ Ĵ1� iĴ2:
79
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x,kj iSU 1,1ð ÞMCS¼ exp xĴþ�x� Ĵ�
� 

0,kj iMorse

¼ 1�jxj2� kX1
n¼0

G nþ2kð Þ
n!G 2kð Þ

" #1=2

xn n,kj iMorse

ð3:61Þ

Following the same procedure used with the canonical CS, the probability

Pn
SU(1,1)MCS of observing a particular Morse eigenstate |n,kiMorse in the

SU(1,1) Morse CS is:

PSU 1,1ð ÞMCS
n Ecl

� ¼ 1�jxj2� 2k G nþ2kð Þ
n!G 2kð Þ

	 

xj j2n ð3:62Þ

where the dependence of Pn
SU(1,1)MCS on the Morse-oscillator classical

energy Ecl<0 comes through the dependence of |x|2 on the Bargmann

index, k, and its corresponding dependence upon Ecl:79

xj j2¼ 2mDð Þ1=2� ak

2mDð Þ1=2þ ak
; k¼ �2mEcl

a2

	 
1=2

ð3:63Þ

In the previous example of an isolated diatomic molecule AB, Ecl in

Eqs. (3.62) and (3.63) is analogous to the classical vibrational energy EVib
AB

from the SLEND simulation of AB.

To obtain the SU(2) Morse CS, its associated creation and annihilation

operators are constructed from the natural coordinate y of the Morse

eigenfunctions rather than from x and p.80 The Morse eigenfunctions are

given by110:

Cv
n yð Þ¼Nv

ne
�y=2ysL2s

n yð Þ ð3:64Þ

where v and s are80:

v¼ 8mD

a2

� �1=2

; s¼ �2mE
a2

� �1=2

, ð3:65Þ

with the constraint that 2s¼v�2n�1,Nn
v is a normalization constant,Ln

2s(y) is

aLaguerrepolynomial, and thenaturalMorsecoordinatey is related to theposi-

tion x via y¼ve�ax. The creation and annihilation operators in terms of y are80
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K̂þ ¼ s�1

s

 !1=2
d

dy
2s�1ð Þþ1

y
s 2s�1ð Þ� v

s

" #
,

K̂� ¼� sþ1

s

 !1=2
d

dy
2sþ1ð Þ�1

y
s 2sþ1ð Þþ v

s

" #
:

ð3:66Þ

A third operator can be constructed as

K̂0¼� y
d2

dy2
þ d

dy
� s2

y
� y

4
þnþ1

2

	 

ð3:67Þ

so that the commutation relations of K̂þ, K̂�, and K̂0 are

K̂þ,K̂�
� �¼ 2K̂0; K̂0,K̂�

� �¼�K̂�; K̂0,K̂þ
� �¼ K̂þ, ð3:68Þ

which generate the SU(2) Lie algebra. The Morse eigenstates are the

eigenstates of the Casimir operator Ĉ98,105 of that algebra:

Ĉ¼K2
0 þ

1

2
K̂þK̂�þ K̂�K̂þ
�  ð3:69Þ

with eigenvalues j(jþ1), where j¼ (v�1)/2.80 The SU(2) Morse CSs

{|aiSU(2)MCS} are constructed with the corresponding displacement oper-

ator as

aj iSU 2ð ÞMCS¼ exp aK̂þ�a�K̂�
� 

0j iMorse ð3:70Þ

which can be rewritten in terms of an alternative parameter z (see Eq. 3.76
below)

zj iSU 2ð ÞMCS¼ 1þ zj j2� �j
exp zK̂þ
� 

0j iMorse ð3:71Þ

where the reference state is |0iMorse¼|j,m¼� jiMorse. The resulting SU(2)

Morse CSs {|ziSU(2)MCS} are

zj iSU 2ð ÞMCS¼ 1þ zj j2� �v�1=2Xnmax

n¼0

G v�1ð Þ
n!G v�n�1ð Þ
	 
1=2

zn nj iMorse ð3:72Þ

where nmax¼ (v�3)/2 is the maximum number of bound eigenstates.
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The average energy of a SU(2) Morse CS is80

Ĥ
� �¼�o

v
K̂

2

0

D E
ð3:73Þ

where o¼a2v/2m and

K̂
2

0

D E
¼ ah jK̂2

0 aj i
¼ v�1

4
sin2 2jajð Þþ v�1ð Þcos2 2jajð Þ� �

:
ð3:74Þ

As with the canonical CS, a classical analogue of Eq. (3.74) is required for the

vibrational state analysis. This is obtained by requiring that the bottom of the

potential occur when z¼0 or equivalently a¼0. Those results in Eq. (3.74)

give

K̂
2

0

D E
cl
¼ v

4
sin2 2jajð Þþ vcos2 2jajð Þ� �

: ð3:75Þ

Equation (3.73) in the form of Ecl¼ Ĥ
� �

cl
¼� o=vð Þ K̂

2

0

D E
cl
can be solved

for |a| with the restriction that 0�|a|�p/2. The parameter |z|2 is

related to |a| by95

zj j2¼ exp �2ln cos aj jð Þ½ �f g�1: ð3:76Þ

The probability Pn
SU(2)MCS of observing a particular Morse eigenstate

|niMorse in the SU(2) Morse CS is then given by

PSU 2ð ÞMCS
n Ecl

� ¼ 1� zj j2� 1�v G v�1ð Þ
n!G v�n�1ð Þ
	 


zj j2n: ð3:77Þ

In the previous example of an isolated diatomic molecule AB, Ecl in

Eq. (3.77) is analogous to the classical vibrational energy EVib
AB from the

SLEND simulation of AB.

To construct the Morse GKCS, the alternate form of the Morse poten-

tial, VMorse
GK (x)¼D(1�e�ax)2, must be used because the GK prescription

adopts the convention that the lowest value of energy obtainable be zero.92

The energy eigenstate–eigenvalue equation may be written in dimensionless

form as83

ĤGK N½ �,nj i¼ en N½ �,nj iMorse ð3:78Þ
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where

ĤGK¼ ĤMorse�E0

o
; en¼ n

N þ1
N �nð Þ;

N ¼ 8mD

a2

� �1=2

�1; o¼ 2a2D

m

� �1=2

ð3:79Þ

where ĤMorse is the Morse Hamiltonian and ĤGK is a shifted Hamiltonian

that produces dimensionless eigenvalues, en, with a minimum possible value

of e0¼0. In Eq. (3.78), the symbol [ ] is the integer-part operator so that [N]

returns the integer part of N. From Eq. (3.53), the Morse GKCSs

{|J,giGKMCS} are83

J ,gj iGKMCS¼N Jð Þ
XN=2½ �

n¼0

Jn=2ffiffiffiffiffi
rn

p e�igen N½ �,nj iMorse ð3:80Þ

where now rn is

rn¼G Nð Þ G nþ1ð Þ
N þ1ð ÞnG N �nð Þ ð3:81Þ

and the normalization constant is

N Jð Þ¼
XN=2½ �

n¼0

Jn

rn

 !�1=2

: ð3:82Þ

From Eqs. (3.78)–(3.80), the Morse GKCS average energy is as follows:

Ecl¼ J ,gh jGKMCS
ĤGK J ,gj iGKMCS¼N 2 Jð Þ

XN=2½ �

n¼0

Jn

rn
en ð3:83Þ

As shown above, in a SLEND simulation of a diatomic molecule AB,

the corresponding Morse potential is VMorseðRABÞ¼D
Eq:
AB

n
1� exph

aABðRAB�R
Eq:
ABÞ
io2

that is of the form of the currently used Morse

potentialVMorse
GK (x)¼D(1�e�ax)2.Therefore, theSLENDclassical vibrational

energy EVib
AB satisfies the presently needed condition that EVib

AB	0. However,

EVib
AB mustbe scaledbyoAB¼o inorder tomake itdimensionless and thuscom-

patible with Eq. (3.83) to obtain the parameter J. The probability Pn
GKMCS(Ecl)

of observing a particularMorse eigenstate |[N],niMorse in theMorse GKCS is:

PGKMCS
n Ecl

� ¼N2 Jð Þ N þ1ð ÞnG N �nð Þ
G Nð ÞG nþ1ð Þ Jn ð3:84Þ
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In addition to the three Morse CSs previously discussed, Nieto and

Simmons have derived a Morse MUCS.81 That CS has not been

implemented for the SLEND CSQRP yet and therefore it will not be

reviewed herein; the reader is referred to Ref. 81 for details. The profusion

of Morse CSs makes a sharp contrast with the single canonical CS set for the

harmonic case. This is so because the group-theoretical, Gazeau–Klauder,

and MUCS methods generate completely different CS sets associated with

the Morse potential VMorse(R) but the same canonical CS set with the har-

monic potentialVHO(R). Furthermore, with the group-theoretical method,

two Lie groups, SU(1,1) and SU(2), producing two different CSs were

found in the Morse case but only one Lie group, the Heisenberg–Weyl

one, is found in the harmonic case. There is a trade-off in using the Morse

CSs. While they incorporate anharmonic effects, they lose some of the CS

properties that the canonical CS has. They all have properties P1 and P2 by

construction. However, only the Morse GKCS have properties P5 and P6

by construction, and none of them have property P7.

The first ever application ofMorse CSs in the CSQRP—and perhaps the

first ever application of Morse CSs in chemical dynamics—was conducted

on the SLEND simulations of HþþNO(vi¼0)!HþþNO(vf¼0�2)25

and HþþCO(vi¼0)!HþþCO(vf¼0�2) both at ELab¼30eV. In both

cases, use of the SU(1,1),79 SU(2),80 and GKMorse CS82,83 rendered various

vibrational state-to-state properties in good agreement with experimental

results.25 Some of those calculated properties are presented in Section 5.

3.4. Nuclear rotational CS for the rotational CSQRP
Just as vibrational CSs permitted the calculations of vibrational state-to-state

dynamical properties, approximating |CRot
AB i and |CRot

M i as a rotational CS
would permit the calculation of rotational state-to-state dynamical properties.

By introducing amodification in thegroup-theoreticalmethod, Janssen sought

to develop aCS suitable for describing abstract tops.111 For generality, the con-

struction of this rotational CS refers to theHamiltonian of the asymmetric top:

ĤRot¼ 1

2Ix
L̂
2

xþ
1

2Iy
L̂
2

yþ
1

2Iz
L̂
2

z ð3:85Þ

where Ix 6¼ Iy 6¼ Iz are the principal moments of inertia and L̂i : i¼ x,y,z
� �

are the angular momentum projections onto the body-fixed frame. The total

angular momentum in the body-fixed frame is L̂
2¼ L̂

2

xþ L̂
2

yþ L̂
2

z. The

angular momentum in the laboratory frame is given by Ĵ i : i¼ x,y,z
� �

.
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The simultaneous eigenstates {|IMKi} of L̂
2
, L̂z, and Ĵ z satisfy

L̂
2jIMK i¼ I Iþ1ð ÞjIMKi; L̂zjIMKi¼K jIMKi; Ĵ zjIMKi¼M jIMKi,

I ¼ 0,1=2,1,3=2, . . . ; M ,K ¼�I ,� Iþ1, . . . ,þ I�1,þ I ð3:86Þ
where Janssen considered the general abstract case with both integer and

half-integer quantum numbers. For integer quantum numbers, the eigenstates

{|IMKi} are the spherical-rotor and symmetric-rotor eigenstates. The space

spanned by the eigenstates {|IMKi} is the semi-direct product of the direct

product SU(2)⊗SU(2) with an abelian group.111 The direct product space

SU(2)⊗SU(2) is generated by the creation and annihilation operators of the

angular momenta, L̂� ¼ L̂x� iL̂y and Ĵ� ¼ Ĵ x� iĴ y, with the commutation

relations

L̂z,L̂�
� �¼�L̂�; L̂�,L̂þ� �¼�2L̂z;

Ĵ z,Ĵ�
� �¼�Ĵ�; Ĵ�,Ĵþ� �¼�2Ĵ z;
L̂i,Ĵ l
� �¼ 0:

ð3:87Þ

The abelian group R 2lþ1ð Þ2 is generated by the spherical tensor operators

T̂
l
mn

n o
, where l¼0,1/2,1,3/2, . . . and m,n¼�l,�lþ1, . . .,þl�1,

þl26,111,112; those operators when acting on the eigenstates {|IMKi} increase
their angular momentum

T̂
l
mn IMKj i! IþlMþmKþnj i: ð3:88Þ

The commutation relations between the tensor operators and the angular

momentum operators are26

L̂z,T̂
l
mn

h i
¼ nT̂

l
mn; Ĵ z,T̂

l
mn

h i
¼ mT̂

l
mn;

L̂�,T̂
l
mn

h i
¼ lþ1�nð Þ l�nð Þ½ �1=2

T̂
l
mn�l;

Ĵ�,T̂l
mn

h i
¼ lþ1�mð Þ l�mð Þ½ �1=2

T̂
l
m�ln

ð3:89Þ

The abelian operators used to form the aforementioned semi-direct product

are T̂
1=2

�1=2 �1=2

n o
. Then, the corresponding displacement operator is

D x,y,zð Þ¼ exp xĴþ
� 

exp zL̂þ
� 

exp yT̂
1=2

�1=2�1=2

� �
111 where x, y, and z

are generally complex parameters. Although the CSs that result from this

displacement operator do not have property P7,111 Janssen introduced a
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modification into D(x,y,z) in an attempt to obtain rotational CSs

{|xyziJanssen} regaining that property:111

xyzj iJanssen¼ exp �1

2
jyj2 1þjxj2� 

1þjzj2� " #
�exp xĴþ

� 
exp zL̂þ
� 

exp y 2Îþ T̂
1=2

�1=2�1=2

� �1=2
	 


000j i

¼ exp �1

2
jyj2 1þjxj2� 

1þjzj2� " #

�
X
IMK

2Ið Þ!
IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ! IþKð Þ! I�Kð Þ!

" #1=2

xIþMy2I zIþK IMKj i

ð3:90Þ
where Î is defined so that Î IMKj i¼ I IMKj i. In principle, the CSs of

Eq. (3.90) have property P7 since from the definition xyzh jL̂i xyzj i ¼oi=Ii
one can obtain the equations of motion111

Ix _ox¼oyoz Iy� Iz
� 

;

Iy _oy¼oxoz Ix� Izð Þ;
Iz _oz¼oxoy Ix� Iy

� 
,

ð3:91Þ

which are the classical Euler equations for a top. The CSs developed by

Janssen are suitable to describe abstract molecular tops that admit both

half-integer and integer angular momentum quantum numbers. However,

Janssen CSs are not suitable for molecular tops that only admit integer angu-

lar momentum quantum numbers. A further modification can be used to

restrict the angular momentum quantum numbers to integer values thus

producing CSs {|xyzi} suited for molecular tops26

xyzj i ¼ exp �1

2
jyj2 1þjxj2� 2

1þjzj2� 2" #

� exp xĴþ
� 

exp zL̂þ
� 

exp y
2Î

2þ Î

2Î�1

0@ 1A1=2

T̂
1

�1�1

264
375 000j i

¼ exp �1

2
jyj2 1þjxj2� 2

1þjzj2� 2" #

�
X
IMK

2Ið Þ!½ �2
IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ! IþKð Þ! I�Kð Þ!

( )1=2
xIþMyIzIþK

I !ð Þ1=2
jIMKi

ð3:92Þ
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The CSs of Eq. (3.92) lead to classical Euler equations in the limit of large

angular momentum.26 Both Janssen’s CS and its modified version by

Morales et al. in Eq. (3.92) have nonpositive measures.26,111 Furthermore,

Irac-Astaud113 noted that neither the CSs of Eq. (3.90) nor those of

Eq. (3.92) satisfy property P5, a deficiency that impairs their dynamical

properties. However, for spherical and linear rotors, explicit temporal stabil-

ity can be imposed on the CSs in Eq. (3.92) by following the approach of

Gazeau and Klauder.92 Then, the resulting temporally stable CSs are:

xxtzj i ¼NSph

X
IMK

2Ið Þ!½ �2
IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ! IþKð Þ! I�Kð Þ!

( )1=2
xMxIeitI Iþ1ð ÞzKffiffiffiffi

I !
p IMKj i

ð3:93Þ
for the spherical rotor where |IMKi are the spherical-rotor eigenstates, and

xxtj i ¼NLin

X
IM

2Ið Þ!
IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ!

� �1=2
xMxIeitI Iþ1ð Þffiffiffiffi

I !
p IM0j i ð3:94Þ

for the linear rotor, where |IM0i are the linear rotor eigenstates. In

Eqs. (3.93) and (3.94), x and z are complex parameters, x and t are real

parameters, and the normalization constants are

NSph¼ exp �1

2

x2

jxj2jzj2 1þjxj2� 2
1þjzj2� 224 35;

NLin¼ exp �1

2

x2

jxj2 1þjxj2� 224 35:

ð3:95Þ

The use of temporally stable rotational CSs in the CSQRP to obtain

rotational state-to-state dynamical properties is exemplified by determining

the probability of a particular eigenstate of a linear rotor. From Eqs. (3.94)

and (3.95), the probability PIM of finding a linear rotor in the |IM0i rota-
tional eigenstate is given by

PIM ¼N 2
Lin

2Ið Þ!
IþMð Þ! I�Mð Þ!

	 
 jxj2Mx2I
I !

ð3:96Þ

The parameters |x|2 and x2 are ultimately determined from the total

angular momentum and its z component as follows. First, the total angu-

lar momentum is used to determine an intermediate parameter, z, as
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xxth jĴ2 xxtj i ¼ 4z zþ1ð Þ. Then, |x|2 is determined from z and the z com-

ponent of the angular momentum as

xxth j Ĵ z xxtj i¼ 2z
xj j2�1

xj j2þ1
, ð3:97Þ

and x2 is determined from z and |x|2 as

x2¼ 2z
xj j2

jxj2þ1
� 2 ð3:98Þ

The values of the total angular momentum and its z component are

directly obtained from the SLEND simulation data. Generally, the probabil-

ities in Eq. (3.96) provide finer detail than that found in experiments, which

generally only resolves the probability of finding the molecule with a par-

ticular value of I. To obtain probabilities comparable to the usual experi-

mental results, Eq. (3.96) is summed over all the values of M compatible

with I resulting in the less-detailed probability PI

PI ¼ e�B
BI

I !
ð3:99Þ

where B¼ (1þ|x|2)2x2/|x|2. The energy of the rotational CS for the

linear rotor is

ERot¼ 1

2I?
B Bþ2ð Þ ð3:100Þ

where I? is the moment of inertia of the linear rotor. From Eq. (3.100), B is

found as a function of the rotational energy:

B¼�2þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4þ8I?ERot

p
2

, ð3:101Þ

which, when used with Eq. (3.99), gives the probability as a function of the

rotational energy.

3.5. Electronic CS
The SLEND and SLEND/KSDFTmethods utilize a bilinear fermion CS to

define the electronic trial wavefunction due to the desirable characteristics of

the CS parameters as discussed in Section 2.1. The bilinear fermion CS,

originally developed by Thouless15 and commonly referred to as the
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Thouless CS, can be formulated as a DOCS following the group-theoretical

approach. Fermion annihilation, bi, and creation, bi
{, operators, which satisfy

the anticommutation relationships

bj,b
{
k

h i
þ
¼ djk;

bj,bk
� �

þ ¼ b
{
j ,b

{
k

h i
þ
¼ 0,

ð3:102Þ

are used to construct the operators bi
{bj that have the commutation relation

b
{
i bj,b

{
kbl

h i
¼ djkb

{
i bl�dlib

{
kbj ð3:103Þ

For a system of r single-fermion states and k fermions, k< r, the operators bi
{bj

span the algebra of the U(r) group, and the appropriate reference state for

defining the CSs is |c0i¼|1,1, . . .,1,0,0, . . .,0iwhere k states are occupied.
The set of operators bi

{bj where 1� j�k or kþ1� i� r forms the subgroup

U(k)⊗U(r�k). Displacement operators are constructed from the irreduc-

ible representations of the quotient space U(r)/U(k)⊗U(r�k) yielding

the Thouless CSs {|�i}

�j i¼ exp
X

kþ1� i� r

1� j� k

�ijb
{
i bj���ijb

{
j bi

0BB@
1CCA c0j i, ð3:104Þ

which may be rewritten using the BCH formula as (3.98)

zj i¼N zð Þexp
X

kþ1� i� r

1� j� k

zijb
{
i bj

0BB@
1CCA c0j i ð3:105Þ

where N(z)¼det(Iþz{z)�1/2 is the normalization constant and {zij} is the

set of Thouless parameters. The use of the Thouless CS in SLEND and

SLEND/KSDFT has been discussed in detail in Sections 2.1 and 2.2,

respectively.

While the Thouless CS has been integral to the SLEND framework,

additional electronic CSs have been and continue to be developed in order

to achieve other research goals, as discussed in Section 3.1. Morales has

suggested an electronic valence bond CS (VB/CS)51 in association with a

generalized charge-equilibration model that predicts correct ET processes
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at dissociations. Moreover, Deumens et al. have used the concept of vector

CSs84 to derive multiconfigurational CSs (MCCSs).39 The MCCSs provide

a numerically efficient way of implementing the multiconfigurational self-

consistent field (MCSCF) electronic structure method in the END frame-

work.39 While an END multiconfigurational description promises a greater

accuracy for simulations, it also involves a significant computational cost.

4. IMPLEMENTATION: CSDYN AND PACE

All the present SLEND developments have been implemented in two

successive codes: CSDYN (Coherent-States DYNamics, 2008–present)114

and PACE (2010–present).52 Earlier results presented in this chapter were

produced with CSDYN, whereas more recent results presented herein were

produced with PACE. At the beginning of this year, 2013, PACE has super-

seded CSDYN as our main computational tool to perform SLEND

simulations.

CSDYN was developed from the ENDyne 2.7 and 2.8 codes by the

Deumens and Öhrn group.115 CSDYN has implementations for SLEND,

SLEND/KSDFT, and for their respective BODD limiting cases: BODD/

HF and BODD/KSDFT, respectively. The four methods are furnished with

the ECP method in CSDYN. In addition, CSDYN possesses various aux-

iliary codes to prepare visualizations (“movies”) of the produced simulations,

to perform the CSQRP, and to calculate ET probabilities. The auxiliary

code performing the last task is an independent component called Resolve.

Like ENDyne 2.7 and 2.8, CSDYN was written in FORTRAN for serial

use with 32-bit processors. Due to its coding style, CSDYN was not ame-

nable for implementing new theoretical and computational methods into it.

In addition, its serial nature made CSDYN computationally slow in terms of

modern performance standards, and its failure to fully utilize modern 64-bit

processors limited the size of systems which CSDYN could simulate. To

overcome these deficiencies and resolve some details of END simulation

techniques, the new code PACE has been developed.52

PACE52 is a highly sophisticated code that exploits various state-of-the-

art techniques in computational science such as a mixed language

approach,116–118 which combines Python for overall controlling logic and

FORTRAN and Cþþ languages for intensive numerical computations,

intranode and internode parallel programming for computer clusters, and

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) parallel implementations
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(only for ECP evaluations at the moment). In addition, PACE incorporates

the fast atomic integral package developed by Lotrich et al.119 (This atomic

integral package was originally used in the CC code ACES III of the Bartlett

group.120) Currently, PACE features the same methods and the same

(rewritten) auxiliary codes of CSDYN, but now running at much higher

speeds. Due to its structure, PACE will soon undergo further developments

to incorporate new methods like CCEND, which can be incorporated

much easier into PACE than in CSDYN. Some of the distinctive features

of PACE, such as its mixed language approach and parallel programming,

deserve further elucidation and therefore those are explained in detail in

the following paragraphs.

In regard to PACE’s mixed language approach,116–118 it is well recog-

nized that computationally intensive calculations should be implemented

in a low-level compiled language, minimizing the impact of operations such

as compiler-generated object-oriented programming constructs. However,

low-level tools are ungainly in the development of controlling logic and data

manipulation such as the interpretation of the user’s input and construction

of atomic orbital basis sets and nuclear geometries. These are best left to a

high-level language as these procedures take only a very small fraction of

the total run time, typically being performed only rarely. For these reasons,

PACE is being developed using Python for the controlling logic and Cþþ
and for computationally intensive routines. The integration of Python and

Cþþ is accomplished through SWIG wrapping code.121 A benefit of this

approach is that new theoretical and computational methods can be rapidly

implemented in Python, validated, and when so, the computational bottle-

necks can be migrated to Cþþ. Additionally, the high-level syntax sim-

plifies maintenance, as the conceptual underpinning of the code is more

transparent to subsequent researchers.

The mixed language design of PACE has further facilitated the incorpo-

ration of advanced computational techniques. Among these are the ability to

use general-purpose graphical processing units (specifically those adhering to

the CUDA) to supplement the available CPU cores in the evaluation of

ECP integrals, intranodal parallelization via the Threading Building Blocks

(TBB) template library for Cþþ,122 and internodal parallelization via the

message passing interface (MPI) wrapped by the PyPar package.123

Three parallel constructs fromTBB are used in PACE. The first andmost

common is the “parallel for” loop over a range where each item is indepen-

dent of the others. The second construct is parallel reduction in which, given

an associative “join” operation, a range is split, the computations performed,
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and the final result is obtained from joining the results of the range divisions.

An example of parallel reduction is in the computation of the nuclear gra-

dient of energy wherein each spawned thread loops over the range of elec-

tronic integrals, building up a set of contributions to structures private to

each thread, which are then summed to produce the final complete gradient.

The third construct is a pipeline methodology, novel in the evaluation of the

DFT integrals. The pipeline consists of a set of three filters connected in

series. The first filter generates tokens containing grid points and quadrature

weights. The second filter receives the tokens from the first filter and con-

tributes to the weights of the grid points with the partitioning scheme

according to either Becke’s fuzzy weights124 or Voronoi polyhedra. The

final filter constructs the density and evaluates the functionals. The parallel-

ism is made finer-grained by splitting each nuclear grid into several smaller

tokens. Formally, all grid points are independent, but the overhead of con-

structing a token in practice sets a lower limit on the size of the token. This

pipeline runs all three filters in parallel: when work piles up at a filter, threads

migrate to work on that filter. Thus, the evaluation balances itself without

applying empirical heuristics.

As stated previously, internode parallelization is achieved with MPI via

PyPar, which provides a Python interface to theMPI API. Typically, MPI is

used to provide communications between sets of processes running in tan-

dem so that there is one process per core and all processes communicate

using MPI whether they are physically located on the same node or not.

However, the use of TBB allows PACE to use the more efficient multi-

threading model for all cores on a node. To enable the use of that efficiency

over multiple nodes, a master process coordinates the interpretation of the

user’s input and delegates, via MPI, computations to slave processes running

on all nodes. That is, rather than spawning one process per core, one slave

process per node is created plus a single master process. When run using

MPI, PACE itself differentiates processes of rank greater than zero into a

server that waits to be contacted by the master process. The range concept

from TBB is recycled: the master process breaks up the iteration space and

delegates those ranges to the slave processes, which in turn subdivide the

given range for threads created with TBB.

In addition to the aforementioned computational technologies, PACE

uses a flexible input language, the General Atomic Instruction Transform

(GAIT), which is easily extended to accept new commands. The code eval-

uating GAIT is based on the open-source package asteval125 which avoids
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the inherent security holes of a Python input file by parsing input into

abstract syntax trees and disallowing “dangerous” statements. GAIT allows

the PACE input file to handle execution control, variable assignment and

array slicing procedures, function definitions, and data structure construc-

tion. It also permits the use of a large library of math functions from

numpy126 as well as all PACE-specific functions in the input file.

Analysis of the simulations is performed both within PACE and using

auxiliary codes. PACE can currently provide visualizations of the dynamics

as well as use the auxiliary code Resolve for calculating ET probabilities by

computing the overlaps of single determinants of orthogonal orbitals (i.e.

HF or KSDT states) with the single Thoules determinant of nonorthogonal

DSO produced by the SLEND dynamics. CS analysis for vibrational and

rotational state resolved properties is currently performed with auxiliary

codes; however, the previously mentioned characteristics of PACE and

GAIT will facilitate the migration of those CS analysis routines into PACE.

5. APPLICATIONS

SLEND, with its new developments discussed herein, has been suc-

cessfully applied to a variety of systems. Most prevalent is its application to

ion–molecule collisions. These collisions play a critical role in interstellar

chemistry, atmospheric chemistry, plasma dynamics, particle accelerators,

and ion cancer therapies. These collisions occur at energiesELab broadly rang-

ing from 10 eV to 1.0 MeV. At the lower range of energies, SLENDhas suc-

cessfully modeled various proton–molecule collisions at ELab¼30eV

reporting vibrational state-to-state dynamical properties.25,33,34 Through

employing the vibrational CSQRP along with SLEND, proton energy loss

spectra, vibrational state probabilities, and vibrational state-to-state DCSs

have been calculated in good agreement with experiments.25,33,34 In addi-

tion, SLEND/KSDFT has been used to calculate accurate vibrational fre-

quencies for a set of representative molecules and to study additional

proton–molecule reactions.49 At the higher range of energies, the keV range,

SLEND has been used to study proton collisions with water clusters and

nucleobases (i.e., DNA and RNA bases) as an initial step in a theoretical

chemistry study of PCT. All those applications are discussed in the following

subsections. While SLEND has been most often used to study ion–molecule

collisions, it is not limited to these types of collisions. For instance, recent
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SLENDsimulations of aDiels–Alder 2þ4 cycloaddition andSLENDþECP

simulation of a SN2 reaction are presented in the following subsections.

5.1. Vibrational state-to-state and ET total dynamical
properties

The vibrational canonical CSQRP discussed in Section 3.3 has been applied

to several systems to obtain proton energy loss spectra, vibrational state-

to-state DCSs and ICSs, and state probabilities from SLEND simulations.

As discussed in Section 3.3, the vibrational canonical CSQRP was applied

for the first time to SLEND simulations of HþþH2 at ELab¼30eV23,24 by

Morales et al. Those studies provided results in good agreement with exper-

imental data106 as has been discussed in Section 3.3 and in Refs. 23,24. More

recently, the vibrational canonical CSQRP has been successfully applied to

various SLEND simulations to calculate proton energy loss spectra in

HþþN2(vi¼0)!HþþN2(vf¼0�1) at ELab¼30eV33 and vibrational

state-to-state DCS in HþþN2(vi¼0)!HþþN2(vf¼0�1)33 and

HþþCO(vi¼0)!HþþCO(vf¼0�2)34 at ELab¼30eV, inter alia. Those

SLEND studies were conducted with our code CSDYN. Figures 3.2 and 3.3

show proton energy loss spectra and the vibrational DCSwith vf¼0, respec-

tively, for HþþN2(vi¼0)!HþþN2(vf¼0�1) at ELab¼30eV. Proton

energy loss spectra tend to be a more sensitive measurement than the DCS

Figure 3.2 Hþ energy loss spectra computed at yLab¼5 
 and 8 
 for HþþN2 at
ELab¼30eV. Results from SLEND using the 6-31G and 6-31G** bases are compared with
the experimental results of Krutein and Linder.108 Reprinted with permission from Ref. 33.
Copyright 2011, American Institute of Physics.
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since it is on a linear scale rather than a logarithmic one.Nonetheless, it is evi-

dent fromFig. 3.2 that the vibrational canonicalCSQRP in conjunctionwith

SLENDsimulations produces spectra ingoodagreementwith experiment.108

Furthermore, comparison ofDCS results from the vibrational close-coupling

rotational infinite-order sudden (VCC-RIOS) approximation,127 QCT128

dynamics, SLEND,33 and experiment108 shown in Fig. 3.3 indicates that

SLEND models the projectile–target interaction accurately, reproducing

theoverallDCSprofile in good agreementwith the experimental result. Both

VCC-RIOS and QCT fail to predict the correct rainbow angle at yLab¼9
,
with VCC-RIOS predicting a rainbow angle a full 2
 lower than the exper-
iment at yLab

VCC-RIOS¼7
, whileQCTproduces a rainbow angle 2
–3
 higher
than experiment in the range 11
�yLab

QCT�12
 (QCT DCS values were

computed at discrete angle values that do not include its own rainbow angle).

In contrast, SLENDproduces the correct rainbow angle at yLab
SLEND¼9
. Sim-

ilar results are obtained for HþþCO at ELab¼30eV. The DCSs for the final

vibrational states vf¼0,1,2 are shown in Fig. 3.4. As with the HþþN2 sys-

tem, SLEND reproduces the DCS with vf¼0 in good agreement with the

Figure 3.3 Differential cross sections for the HþþN2(vi¼0)!HþþN2(vf¼0) elastic
channel at ELab¼30eV versus scattering angle: SLEND with the 6-31G** basis, VCC-
RIOS,127 QCT,128 and experimental108 results. The last three results reported in arbitrary
units are normalized to the absolute SLEND DCS at the experimental rainbow angle
yLab
Expt¼9 
. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 33. Copyright 2011, American Institute of
Physics.
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experimental result108 and predict a rainbow angle at yLab
SLEND¼9
 in agree-

ment with the experimental result and superior to the rainbow angle pro-

duced by VCC-RIOS yLab
VCC-RIOS¼7
. However, DCSs with vf¼1 and

vf¼2 obtained from SLEND are generally larger than those obtained from

the experiment. This is largely due to the amount of energy transferred from

the proton to the CO shown in Fig. 3.5A. Clearly, SLEND produced more

energy transfer than observed in the experiment. This is in contrast to the

amount of energy transferred in the SLEND simulations of HþþN2, shown

in Fig. 3.5B, which was in better agreement with experiment. It has been

shown by calculation34 that if the energy transferred in the HþþCO

simulations was closer to the experimental values, then the final vibrational

state-to-state DCS would also be in significantly better agreement with the

experiment.108 It is expected that as higher levels of theory are used to model

the electronic wavefunction, the amount of energy transferred will improve

because of the improved modeling of the projectile–target interaction.

The initial application of the vibrational canonical CSQRP to diatomic

molecules was due to the simplicity of these systems insofar as they only have

one normal mode. However, there is no inherent restriction in this proce-

dure that would limit it to such systems, as discussed in Section 3.3. Indeed,

the vibrational canonical CSQRP has also been applied to triatomic systems

Figure 3.4 (A) Vibrational state-to-state differential cross section for HþþCO(vi¼0)!
HþþCO(vf¼0,1,2) at ELab¼30eV versus scattering angle: SLEND using the 6-31G basis
analyzed with the canonical CS compared with VCC-RIOS129 and experimental108

results. VCC-RIOS and experimental results are normalized to the vf¼0 SLEND results
at yLab¼9
. (B) Same as (A) using SLEND with the cc-pVDZ basis. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. 34. Copyright 2012, American Institute of Physics.
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simulated with CSDYN. Figure 3.6 presents proton energy loss spectra of

HþþCO2(v1
i v2

i v3
i ¼000)!HþþCO2(v1

f v2
f v3

f ) at ELab¼29.5eV for the

scattering angles of 7
 and 10
 obtained from experiments130 and from

the vibrational canonical CSQRP on CO2 from SLEND simulations with

the DZ basis set.109 Although this is the first application of the vibrational

Figure 3.5 (A) Average CO vibrational energy transfer in HþþCO at ELab¼30eV com-
puted with SLEND using the 6-31G, 6-31G**, and cc-pVDZ bases compared with VCC-
RIOS129 and experimental108 results. (B) Average N2 vibrational energy transfer in
HþþN2 at ELab¼30eV computed with SLEND using the 6-31G** basis compared with
VCC-RIOS, QCT, and experimental results. Panel (A): Reprinted with permission from Ref.
34. Copyright 2012, American Institute of Physics. Panel (B): Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 33. Copyright 2011, American Institute of Physics.

Figure 3.6 Proton energy loss spectrum for HþþCO2 at ELab¼29.5eV from experi-
ments (dotted curves)130 and SLEND109 (green peaks) using the DZ basis set and
obtained with the canonical CS.
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canonical CSQRP to polyatomic molecules, it is clear that this procedure

can successfully predict accurate transition probabilities for polyatomic mol-

ecules. Not only do the SLEND results stand in excellent agreement with

the experiment,130 they are also of finer-grained detail, thus providing a

guide for future experiments. Further SLEND studies of HþþCO2 system

are currently under way.130

Some systems may not be sufficiently harmonic for the canonical CS to

adequately model the systems’ behavior. For those systems, the Morse CS’s

incorporation of anharmonic effects suggests that they can provide a more

accurate state resolution. For this reason, they have been used to analyze

SLEND results withCSDYN forHþþNO(vi¼0)!HþþNO(vf¼0�2)25

and HþþCO(vi¼0)!HþþCO(vf¼0�2)34 at ELab¼30eV. For each of

those systems, the Morse potential parameters were determined from a

nonlinear least squares fit to the molecular vibration from SLEND. In the case

ofHþþNO, quantumDCSswere obtained fromSLENDwith the cc-pVDZ

basis set using the partial wave analysis.76 The vibrational Morse CSQRP was

used to resolve the quantum DCS25 for the first three vibrational eigenstates

using each of the three Morse CS sets: the SU(1,1),79 SU(2),80 and GK82,83

MorseCS sets, as discussed in Section 3.3. The rms percent difference between

the DCSs obtained from each of the three CSs are 0.84%, 0.58%, and 1.4% for

SU(1,1) and SU(2), SU(1,1) andGKCS, and SU(2) andGKCS, respectively.25

Figure3.7 shows theprotonenergy loss spectrumforHþþNOatELab¼30eV

at the scattering angle of 5
. That figure indicates that the GKMorse CS pro-

vides a small improvement over the canonical CS compared with the experi-

mental results.108 This was anticipated since the anharmonic constant ofNO is

0.74%of its vibrational frequency, allowingNOtobemodeledwell by thehar-

monic approximation. It was also anticipated that the Morse CSs would only

provide a small improvement over the canonical CS in the case of CO as the

anharmonic constant of CO is 0.61% of its vibrational frequency. Figure 3.8

compares vibrational state-to-state DCS results from the vibrational SU(1,1)

Morse and canonical CSQRP and from experiment.108 The SLEND DCSs

were obtained using the methodologies discussed in Section 2.4. Figure 3.8

indeed shows that the SU(1,1) Morse CS provides a small improvement in

the DCS over the canonical CS. To the best of our knowledge, these are

the first applications of the Morse CS sets in chemical dynamics. However,

the anharmonicity of the selected systems is not high enough to reveal the full

advantages of the anharmonic Morse CSs. Despite that, the vibrational Morse

CSQRP not only produce results in good agreement with the experiment but

also show an expectedmodest improvement over the results obtainedwith the
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Figure 3.7 Proton energy loss spectra from experiment, the canonical CS analysis, and
three Morse CS analyses obtained at the scattering angle yLab¼5
 for HþþNO at
ELab¼30eV. Simulations performed with SLEND using the cc-pVDZ basis set. A) Com-
pares canonical CS, GKCS, VCC-RIOS, and experiment. B) Compares SU(1,1) CS, SU(2)
CS, VCC-RIOS, and experiment. Reprinted from Ref. 25. Copyright 2012, with permission
from Elsevier.

Figure 3.8 Vibrational state-to-state differential cross sections for HþþCO at
ELab¼30eV from experiments108 and from SLEND simulations with the cc-pVDZ basis
set and using the canonical and the SU(1,1) Morse CSs.
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vibrational canonical CSQRP. Current research efforts concentrate on the

applicationof thevibrationalMorseCSQRPto systemsexhibitinghigher levels

of anharmonicity.

In addition to nuclear state-to-state dynamical properties, it was stated in

Sections 2.4 and 4 that charge-transfer (CT) probabilities (formerly named

ETprobabilities) can be obtained fromSLEND simulations using the auxiliary

code Resolve. The success of this procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 3.9 for

HþþO2 at ELab¼23.7eV, which compares the one-electron CT

[HþþO2(vi¼0)!HþO2
þ(vf¼ all)] and the noncharge transfer (NCT)

[HþþO2(vi¼0)!HþþO2(vf¼ all)] total DCSs obtained with SLEND

using the 6-31þþG* basis set and partial wave analysis76 with the

corresponding DCSs obtained from experiments.131 The SLEND simulations

were performed with CSDYN. The experimental NCT and CT total DCSs

reported in relative units were normalized with respect to the NCT SLEND

result. Also, the SLEND CT total DCS result was scaled by 0.01 to account

for the lower 1% probability of the experimental H detection relative to the

Figure 3.9 Charge transfer (CT) and noncharge transfer (NCT) total DCS for
HþþO2(vi¼0)!Hþ/0þO2

0/þ(vf¼all) at ELab¼23.7eV. SLEND results obtained with
the 6-31þþG** basis set in comparison with experimental results.131
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Hþdetection.131Our theoretical resultswere scaled rather than theexperimen-

tal CT results in order to maintain good separation between theCT andNCT

total DCSs plots, thus facilitating comparison between SLEND and the exper-

iments. FromFig.3.9, it is evident that SLENDpredictsCT totalDCSs ingood

agreement with the experimental results and can thus be used as an accurate

predictive tool for determining CT properties of other systems.

5.2. Applications of SLEND/KSDFT and SLENDþECP
The aforementioned difficulty in predicting the correct energy transfer in

HþþCO has been attributed to the lack of electron correlation in SLEND.

It is further thought that improving the electronic wavefunction used in

SLENDwill improve the overall quality of the results. To this end, the elec-

tron correlation description was improved by incorporating TD KSDFT

procedures into SLEND as discussed in Section 2.2. This recently developed

SLEND/KSDFT method was first used to simulate normal mode vibrations

of H2, HF, H2O, NH3, and CH4 with CSDYN to determine dynamically

their periods/frequencies.49 Those simulations used the B3LYP hybrid

functional and the 6-31G** basis set. In each case, the molecules were

perturbed only slightly from their equilibrium geometry in order to ensure

the vibration would be sufficiently harmonic to allow comparison with

periods/frequencies obtained from a standard normal mode analysis

(NMA). The results of those studies are shown in Table 3.1, where the

DFT NMA results were obtained using the code GAMESS132 and the

HF NMA and experimental values were taken from the National Institute

of Standards and Technology’s online databases. The SLEND/KSDFT

vibrational periods, T, are in excellent agreement with those obtained from

the DFTNMA indicating that SLEND/KSDFT is able to correctly simulate

molecular vibrations. Furthermore, SLEND/KSDFT generally produces

frequencies in better agreement with experiment than the HF NMA. This

is expected since KSDFT predicts better vibrational wavenumbers than

HF.133 The improvement in the vibrational description by SLEND/

KSDFT is highly relevant for a more accurate application of the CSQRP.

Following the normal modes’ simulations, SLEND/KSDFT was used to

simulate the C2H4þC4H6!C8H10 Diels–Alder reaction with a relative

translational energy of 2.602 eV.78 For that simulation, the PBE functional

in conjunction with the STO-3G basis set was used. A minimal basis set was

chosen due to the size of the system, 46 electrons and 16 nuclei, and the

previously discussed limitations of CSDYN. The results of that simulation

are depicted in Fig. 3.10, which contains snapshots of the nuclear positions
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and the electron density at select times during the simulation, and in

Fig. 3.11, which contains plots of the CdC and C]C bonds as well as

of the potential energy as a function of time. Figure 3.10 clearly shows

the spatial overlap of the electron density followed by the formation of

CdC bonds between the diene and the dienophile. Furthermore, the elec-

tron density isosurfaces have been colored so that the red isosurfaces indicate

Table 3.1 Periods (T) and frequencies (en) obtained from SLEND/KSDFT simulations of
small amplitude vibrations for H2, HF, H2O, NH3, and CH4 molecules compared with
KSDFT and HF normal mode analysis (NMA) and experimental harmonic frequencies

Molecule-NM
IRep

T�1 a.u. (fs) en (cm�1)
SLEND/
KSDFT

DFT NMA SLEND/
KSDFT

DFT
NMA

HF
NMA

Exp

H2-A1 310 (7.5) 309 (7.5) 4448 4462 4635 4401

HF-A1 339 (8.2) 338 (8.2) 4068 4084 4493 4138

H2O-A1 832 (20.1) 832 (20.1) 1657 1665 1770 1595

H2O-A1 365 (8.8) 363 (8.8) 3778 3797 4148 3657

H2O-B2 355 (8.6) 353 (8.6) 3885 3910 4265 3756

NH3-A1 1272 (30.8) 1266 (30.6) 1084 1090 1142 950

NH3-E 815 (19.7) 814 (19.7) 1692 1693 1811 1627

NH3-E 815 (19.7) 814 (19.7) 1692 1693 1811 1627

NH3-A1 399 (9.7) 399 (9.7) 3456 3458 3705 3337

NH3-E 386 (9.3) 385 (9.3) 3573 3586 3843 3444

NH3-E 386 (9.3) 385 (9.3) 3573 3586 3843 3444

CH4-T2 1018 (24.6) 1012 (24.5) 1354 1363 1469 1306

CH4-T2 1018 (24.6) 1012 (24.5) 1354 1363 1469 1306

CH4-T2 1018 (24.6) 1012 (24.5) 1354 1363 1469 1306

CH4-E 874 (21.1) 870 (21.0) 1577 1585 1685 1534

CH4-E 874 (21.1) 870 (21.0) 1577 1585 1685 1534

CH4-A1 452 (10.9) 453 (11.0) 3050 3045 3174 2917

CH4-T2 436 (10.5) 436 (10.5) 3166 3165 3285 3019

CH4-T2 436 (10.5) 436 (10.5) 3166 3165 3285 3019

CH4-T2 436 (10.5) 436 (10.5) 3166 3165 3285 3019

Normal modes are identified by molecule and irreducible representation symbol (Molecule-NM IRep).
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regions of high electron density and therefore the location of CdC and C]
C bonds by its absence or presence between carbon atoms, respectively. It is

thus evident from Fig. 3.10 that the expected formation/breakage of CdC

andC]C bonds occurs during the SLEND/KSDFT simulation. This is fur-

ther supported by Fig. 3.11 that shows that by the end of the simulation the

initial values of the C]C bonds have elongated to values of CdC bonds

while the initial values of the CdC bonds have contracted toward values

of C]C bonds. Furthermore, Fig. 3.11 indicates that SLEND/KSDFT/

PBE/STO-3G predicts a reaction barrier of 19.55 kcal/mol, which is to

be compared with the range of experimental activation energies from

27.5 to 34.3 kcal/mol.134

While SLEND/KSDFT was implemented to improve electron

correlation effects, SLENDþECP and SLEND/KSDFTþECP were

implemented to allow the study of larger systems. Furthermore, as was pre-

viously discussed in Section 4, the performance and code development lim-

itations of CSDYN have prompted the design of our new code PACE using

various state-of-the-art techniques in computer science. Due to its so recent

development, there are few applications demonstrating the capabilities and

Figure 3.10 Snapshots of the C2H4þC4H6 Diels–Alder reaction with 2.602 eV of relative
translational energy showing the location of the nuclei (spheres) and two electron den-
sity isosurfaces (gray and red clouds). Simulation conducted with SLEND/KSDFT with the
PBE functional and the STO-3G basis set.
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features of PACE; however, it has been used to simulate the

CH3BrþF�!CH3FþBr� SN2 reaction at ELab¼20eV of relative trans-

lational energy using SLENDþECP with the SBKJC basis set.75 That sim-

ulation was found to be too costly for CSDYN to complete; however, this

was not so for PACE. Figure 3.12 shows snapshots at selected times during

the SN2 reaction simulation demonstrating that PACE is indeed capable of

fully simulating that reaction. While there have been other direct-dynamics

studies of SN2 reactions,135 we want to emphasize herein that the BODD

methods used in those studies lacked the electron–nuclear coupling and

the nonadiabatic effects present in SLEND. Therefore, those BODD

methods will become less accurate as the reaction energy increases.

5.3. Applications to PCT
The successful simulation of the SN2 and theDiels–Alder reactions opens the

door for the use of SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT to elucidate reactive

mechanisms of more complex organic chemistry and biochemical reactions.
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Figure 3.11 Potential energy (kcal/mol) and various CdC bond distances (a.u.) during
the simulation of the C2H4þC4H6 Diels–Alder reaction with 2.602 eV of relative trans-
lational energy. Simulation conducted with SLEND/KSDFT with the PBE functional
and the STO-3G basis set.
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Of particular interest are those reactions that play key roles in PCT. The

basic physical processes and chemical reactions involved in PCT are sche-

matized in Fig. 3.13. PCT uses high-energy proton (Hþ) projectiles (from
an initial energy of 200–430 MeV down to 1–100 keV in deep tissues) to

destroy cancerous tumors with minimum damage to healthy tissues and

without the side effects of X-ray therapy.136,137 The therapeutic action

of Hþ projectiles results from the damage they cause to the cellular DNA

of both cancerous and healthy cells; however, due to their higher rate of

Figure 3.12 Snapshots of the CH3BrþF�!CH3FþBr� SN2 reaction with 20 eV of rel-
ative translational energy. Simulation conducted with SLENDþECPwith the SBKJC basis
set. The computation was performed with PACE.

Figure 3.13 Principal physical processes and chemical reactions involved in proton can-
cer therapy.
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division and reduced ability to repair damaged DNA, cancerous cells are

killed at a much higher rate than healthy cells during Hþ irradiation.136,137

The present consensus136,137 is that the high-energy Hþ projectiles mostly

collide with the water molecules that comprise �70% of the human body

mass. As shown in Fig. 3.13, the initial high-energy Hþ collisions with cel-

lular H2O molecules produce secondary reactive species such as radicals

(e.g., OH and H), ions (e.g., secondary Hþ and HO�), reactive molecules

(e.g., H2 and H2O2), and solvated/free electrons as well as localized heating.

These products can react with additional H2O molecules initiating cascade

reactions that produce analogous tertiary, quaternary, etc., reactive species.

Regardless of the stage they are produced, those reactive species diffuse

through the cellular medium, reach the cellular DNA, and damage it via

both single- and double-strand breaks, the latter exhibiting a much higher

cellular lethality than the former (cf. Fig. 3.13).

Based on previous scattering applications,23–25,27,28,30–34,49 SLEND and

SLEND/KSDFT are well suited for studying these types of PCT reactions

due to their versatility to accurately describe various processes of the PCT

reactions such as ions’ scattering, collision-induced fragmentations, and

ETs. Noteworthy, the high energies employed in PCT are such that the

nuclear dynamics can be described accurately with classical mechanics as

is done in SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT. The initial foray into PCT studies

with SLEND has been the study of high-energy Hþþ (H2O)n reactions fea-

turing water clusters (H2O)n with n¼2138 and n¼3�478 as an approxima-

tion to the bulk water radiolysis reactions discussed in the previous

paragraph. Those studies concentrated on the elucidation of the reactions’

mechanisms and on the calculation of reaction cross sections. In fact, SLEND

has the potential to describe accurately at least three types of PCT reactions (cf.

Fig. 3.13): (1) the aforesaid water radiolysis reactions, (2) Hþ collisions with

DNA units (either by primary or secondary Hþ), and (3) damage (strand

breaks) of DNAunits by electrons produced duringwater radiolysis. Examples

of SLEND simulations of the first two types of reactions are given here. For

instance, Fig. 3.14 presents the results from the collision of a Hþ projectile

with (H2O)4 at ELab¼1keV simulated at the SLENDþECP/SBKJC level

withCSDYN.That simulation predicts the collision of theHþ projectile with
a H2Omolecule’s oxygen atom resulting in the cleavage of bothOdHbonds

of this H2O molecule and producing in total from the water cluster two H,

one O, one OH, one H2O, and one H3O species. Figure 3.15 presents the

collision of a Hþ projectile with (H2O)3 at ELab¼1keV simulated at the

SLEND/6-31G** level. That figure shows the Hþ projectile traversing the
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Figure 3.14 Snapshots of Hþþ (H2O)4 collision at ELab¼1keV from a SLENDþECP sim-
ulation with the SBKJC basis set. O and H nuclei are represented by red and white
spheres, respectively, and a selected electron density isosurface by a pink cloud.

Figure 3.15 Snapshots of Hþþ (H2O)3 collision at ELab¼1keV from a SLEND simulation
using with the 6-31G** basis set. O and H nuclei are represented by red and white
spheres, respectively, and selected electron density isosurfaces by different colored
clouds.
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space between the upper H2O and the lower (H2O)2, colliding with and

transferring oneH from the left lower H2O to the upper H2O, and producing

a (H3O)(OH)(H2O) final cluster. It is equally clear from Figs. 3.14 and 3.15

that no appreciable ET occurs between the projectiles and the clusters.

Primary and secondary Hþ collisions on DNA provide another mecha-

nism by which PCT can work. Due to the size of DNAmolecules, SLEND

simulations starting with a well-separated and noninteracting pair of reac-

tants Hþ and DNA and ending up with well-separated and noninteracting

products are wholly intractable at this time, even with PACE. However, as

with Hþ collisions with the water medium, Hþ collisions with DNAmay be

approximately modeled by Hþ collisions with DNA units such as single

nucleobases, nucleobase pairs, nucleosides, nucleotides, etc. Indeed, other

research groups have used this approach to calculate ET and ionization

cross sections using single center basis methods139,140 and fixed target

nuclei.136,139,141–144 Though there have been studies of the dynamical frag-

mentation processes as well,145 they were conducted without the presence

of the proton and with an assumed initial ionized state from which to start

the dynamics calculations, thus ultimately limiting the accuracy of the

results. In contrast, the SLEND simulations would entail the actual collision

of a Hþ projectile with a DNA unit. Figure 3.16 shows snapshots from the

collision between a 1-keV Hþ projectile and the DNA nucleobase cytosine

taken from a SLEND/STO-3G simulation. The latter started with the cyto-

sine molecule at its UHF ground-state equilibrium geometry at rest having

its CM on the origin of the laboratory frame andwith the Hþ projectile trav-
elling rectilinearly toward the O atom of cytosine. That simulation was per-

formed with CSDYN. Figure 3.16 shows the breaking of the CdObond of

cytosine upon collision and substantial electron transfer from cytosine to the

Hþ projectile.

The satisfactory simulation of a Hþ collision with cytosine at

ELab¼1keV with the resulting molecular fragmentation encourages using

SLEND with large DNA-related systems. Toward that end, a SLEND/

STO-3G simulation of a Hþ collision with the cytosine–guanine (CG)

nucleobase pair at ELab¼1keV was performed with CSDYN. As with

the Hþ-cytosine simulation, the CG pair was initialized at its UHF

ground-state equilibrium geometry at rest having its CM at the origin of

the laboratory frame. Additionally, the Hþ projectile was initialized with

its momentum vector on the CG (nearly) plane and directed at the O of

cytosine and through the CG bridge. Select snapshots from this simulation

are shown in Fig. 3.17. Like the cytosine case, Fig. 3.17 shows substantial
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electron transfer from the CG pair to the Hþ projectile. Furthermore, while

there is no evidence of a violent dissociation, on close inspection it is rev-

ealed that the central hydrogen on the pair bridge migrates away from the N

(3) atom of cytosine and toward the N(1) atom of guanine. Unfortunately,

the duration of the HþþCG simulation was insufficient to draw any defin-

itive conclusion about what final process that H atom migration leads to. It

may be the beginning of the CG pair splitting into cytosine and guanine or it

may simply be a vibration of that H atom between the cytosine N(3) and

guanine N(1) atoms.

Although the PCT studies presented herein have been qualitative, they

nevertheless suggest that SLEND can be successfully used to model Hþ col-

lisions with water and biomolecules that are relevant for PCT. Toward that

end, quantitative studies of Hþ collisions with aqueous clusters (H2O)n,

n¼1�6, and various nucleobases are in progress. Those quantitative studies

have become tractable through the use of our new program PACE. It is

expected that those ongoing studies will accurately predict dynamical prop-

erties such as ET ICSs inter alia.

Figure 3.16 Snapshots of a Hþþcytosine collision at ELab¼1keV from a SLEND simu-
lation using the STO-3G basis set. O, C, N, and H nuclei are represented by red, gray, blue,
and white spheres, respectively, and a selected electron density isosurface by a purple
cloud.
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6. SUMMARY

Recent developments in the SLEND method conducted in the

Morales research group have been presented and discussed in detail. As

an END realization, SLEND is a time-dependent, variational, direct, and

nonadiabatic dynamics method that describes the nuclei and electrons of

a molecular system simultaneously. Being at the lowest end of the hierarchy

of END realizations, SLEND adopts nuclear classical dynamics and an elec-

tronic Thouless single-determinantal state. Due to its computational feasi-

bility, SLEND has become the de facto END version at the time to

perform applications to chemical systems. In that regard, SLEND has proved

quite accurate for the simulation of various types of gas-phase chemical reac-

tions at intermediate and high collision energies. Despite that success,

SLEND may perform unsatisfactorily whenever its restriction to nuclear

classical dynamics and/or its insufficient levels of electron correlation in

its single-determinantal representation become inadequate to treat more

demanding system. High-level END realizations can overcome the SLEND

shortcomings through the adoption of a nuclear quantum description and

more correlated electronic wavefunctions, but those solutions come at a very

high computational cost. With a view toward ultimately treating large sys-

tems of biochemical relevance, we pursued more practical solutions that

Figure 3.17 Snapshots of a HþþCG collision at ELab¼1keV from a SLEND simulation
using the STO-3G basis set. O, C, N, and H nuclei are represented by red, gray, blue,
and white spheres, respectively, and a selected electron density isosurface by a purple
cloud.
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retain SLEND’s feasibility due to its classical dynamics and single-

determinantal representation but nevertheless overcome its limitations.

Therefore, to improve the SLEND electronic description, we developed

a novel SLEND/KSDFT method wherein appropriate electron correlation

is includedwithin a feasible single-determinantal representation through TD

KSDFT procedures. In addition, to improve the SLEND nuclear descrip-

tion, we augmented a CSQRP to recover quantum state-to-state transition

probability amplitudes from the SLEND nuclear classical dynamics. This

improved CSQRP features vibrational canonical (harmonic), vibrational

Morse, rotational, and electronic CS sets, with the first two sets being fully

implemented and the last two in advanced stages of theoretical development

and testing. Finally, we improved the SLEND computational performance

by incorporating ECPs in its framework and implementing our models in

our new code PACE. PACE is a sophisticated code that utilizes state-of--

the-art techniques in computer science and electronic structure computa-

tions such as the Python language for logical operations, FORTRAN

and Cþþ languages for intensive numerical computations, intra- and inter-

node code parallelization, a CUDA implementation, and the fast atomic

integral package by Lotrich et al.119 The new SLEND developments have

been applied to a vast array of scattering systems and chemical reactions in

the gas phase at intermediate and high collision energies. SLEND in con-

junction with CSQRP has been applied with the canonical CS to study

HþþN2, H
þþCO, and HþþCO2 at/near ELab¼30eV and with various

Morse CSs to HþþCO and HþþNO at ELab¼30eV. Those simulations

produced reconstructed quantum vibrational state-to-state properties in

very good agreement with results from experiments and from theoretical

methods utilizing onerous quantum nuclear treatments and/or high-level

PESs. SLEND/KSDFT has been successfully applied to the simulation of

molecular vibrations and the archetypical Diels–Alder reaction

C2H4þC4H6!C8H10. The power of the ECP implementation has been

illustrated with a SLENDþECP simulation of the SN2 reaction:

CH3BrþF�!CH3FþBr� at ELab¼20eV. However, the most promising

applications of our new SLEND developments concern reactions in PCT.

For instance, SLENDsimulations ofHþþ (H2O)3 andH
þþ (H2O)4 atELab -

¼1keV were conducted as prototypes of the water radiolysis reactions in

PCT; these simulations predicted the formation of DNA-damaging species

such as OH radicals. In addition, SLEND simulations of Hþþcytosine

and Hþþcytosine�guanine at ELab¼1keV were conducted as prototypes

of theDNAdamage reactions by primary or secondaryHþ’s in PCT. Present
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research efforts concentrateon the full implementation and testingof the rota-

tional and electronic VBCS sets into the CSQRP and on systematic SLEND

and SLEND/KSDFT investigations of additional reactions in PCT.
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